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at their predecessors emerged

almost exhausted. Shortly before 11
o'clock It was announced that 25 more
bodies had been located, but several
hours must elapse before they could
be brought to the surface. Meantime
the workers pushed forward to carry
Buocor to those they hoped might be
still alive.
Outside the relief work proceeded
in prompt and orderly fashion. First
attention was given survivors brought
from the depths and to the families of
the entombed men, then came the task
of identifying the dead and preparing
for their burial.
Six of the bodies brought to the
surface had been identified at 11
o'clock,
including two Americans.
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American Government Said to Be Preparing Another Statement
Its Position on the Subject Constitutionalists Continue to

ol

Hope for Recognition of Their Belligerency, But Report
from Mexico City Indicates They Are Practicing
an

Airocities, Which May Defeat
New York, Oct. 23 A blanket inTrinidad, Col., Oct. 23 Thirty
dictment charging Harry K. Thaw and deputy sheriffs, in charge of Under-sherif- f
Their Ambition
They are:
Zeke Martin, Invaded the strikwith conspiracy in conothers
four,,
ARTHUR ENGLISH.
ers tent colony at Forbes shortly benection with Ills escape from the
WALTER JOHNSON.
fore
State Hospital for the Crimidaybreak today and arrested six
Washington, Oct. 23. Developments officially in regard to the alleged inJOHN TRUJILLO.
on the charge of assault with attending General Felix Diaz's at terview
miners
in
nal
was
returned
Insane,
August,
given, by Sir Lionel Garden,
FELIX GARCIA.
by the "grand jury here this afternoon. intent to murder in connection with tempts to campaign for the Mexican the British minister to Mexico,
to
FIRE BREAKS OUT IN AN ADJOINING SHAFT ERNEST MONTOYA.
It will be used, as a weapon by Wil- the Forbes battle of last Friday In presidency and the latest turn In the which dispatches from
P. ULIBARRI.
Washington
which
one
was
killed and three wound situation between the United States
Travers Jprome in his efforts to
say the United States takes excepThe opinion expressed as to the liam
ed.
and Great Britain over the latter'a tion. No
cause of the explosion differ.- It was extradite Thawifrom New Hampshire.
action will be taken in this
The warrants were sworn to by C. attitude toward Mexico, engaged the
The others fndited were former
Fear Is Entertained that It Will Spread Into the Damaged Pit, first asserted that black damp lgiiited
direction
unless the British governAssemblyman Rtchard Butler, Michael W. Kennedy, a deputy sheriff, who attention of President Wilson and ment's attention Is drawn to the matand
the
Later
fact
at
that
exploded.
of
still
Men
Death
who
Rescue
be
Alive
May
Causing
"Gentleman Roger" Thomp- - charges that the men fired upon him Secretary Bryan in conference during
any
this time of the year the mines In O'Keefe,
under a flag of truce and without the day. The disposition of all of- ter officially.
ani
Party is Sent from Ef Paso, While Government DispatchEugen(; .buffo who are al
of'SO"
the adjacent southern distriets
Diplomatic circles here cannot be- leged to have fteadhThaw's- compan warning. The miners were lined up ficials here to maintain absolute si- - 1? mrn 4 Tin
es an Expert from Philadelphia Coffins are Being
tt "mu "l J.1luw
and
a
were
of
rifles
with
Pence ci
number
lence
ions in the 'autymobAe in which he
large
regard to the inquiries by",
no
of
which
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prevalence
Carden woula Publicly crim
Rushed from ail Surrounding Cities
confiscated.
The
Ambassador
have
London
been
at
Vhe
are
Page
prisoners
These
Inriloat,
men
for
amount of water seems to be rile to esoaped.i,
,c,se tD policy of another govern- ed that, thfl wIimIr Bffnt.- win
lodged in the county jail here.
keep under "control, led ta the belief ;MUUlu
ment. The greatest confidence is im- E.
M.
Governor
Ammons
in
dled
and
the
realm
f
party
-quiet
diplomacy,
"ifsiM- - Lare
Jl i" '
r ' walse-n'StiDawson, N. M., Oct. 23. At 1:30 possible,-anthose least "seriously in-- . that the ssme condition-t, . n , g'Ta'-Jnd ro t .in4..' who
Hencn warrants on today's indict- - heir teSTfirainf-fdo'clock this afternoon fire had broken jured have been removed to their caused the disaster.
;
".
Ivhs
to
e .i r tuna u;l t
ments were issued by the court and an automobile. The governor planned looked for on
out in old No. 3 Stag Canon mine, homes. Long lines of coffins are
5iexieo liv..:
his fonsr expei-'- Superintendent Is Missing
turned over to detectives of the dis- to visit all the coal camps between London or Washington.
The presence of General Superinwhich connects with No. 2. It was awaiting the dead, but for the pres-- '
,
and brrairo of
There was confidence that further tnce ther flJ
trict attorney's office. Mr. Jerome here and that place. He would make
McDermott In the
feared that the fire would spread to ent little effort is being made to tendent William
announced that he would ask at once no statement concerning his plans for and more intimate discussions of de the success he achieved as Britisn
the workings in which the men are bring out bodies, all effo.rU- being mine when the explosion occurred,
Governor Glynn for extradition papers ending the strike other than he had tails would result in a friendly un minister to Guatemala. Should ih
entombed.
concentrated on the supreme effort shortly after 3 o'clock yesterday aft- based on the new
United States object to what he is
charge to be sent to secured information that he hoped derstanding, but in the meantime
Revised figures show 22 men res- to reach any survivors who may still ernoon, is considered a substantiation
would be of value.
every, effort is being made to envel credited with saying, the usual eourfia
the governor of New Hampshire.
cued alive, six bodies recovered and be imprisoned alive in the smoking of the theory of the dust explosion.
would be for Washington to inquire
ope the incident in eecrecy.
dozens in sight and a total of 281 en- pit
It is believed he entered the mine
As the elections of October 26 .ap from th3 American representative ;r,
NEW HAVEN SLUMP
tombed by the explosion.
Hundreds of women and children, to take precautions against an exNew York, Oct. 23.The stock of proach the administration here is In Mexico as to the accuracy of the reOf the 22 miners rescued alive up sleepless since yesterday, are gather- - plosion because of coal dust and arthe New York, New Haven & Hart- a waiting mood. Huerta's attitude port before making representations t
to 1:30 o'clock this afternoon, the ed as close to the mine entrance as rived too late, sharing the fate of
TODAY IN CONGRESS
ford railroad today reached a new leads to the belief that another an 'his country.
greater number were seriously In- they are permitted to approach, wait- - his men.
low record in the history of the com- nouncement from the American gov
Sir Edward Grey, the British for
The first report of the distsater
jured. Many had been frightfully ing, most of them in silence, the dis
The statement of Chairman ernment pointing to the inability of eign secretary, tag gone to the coun
pany.
mangled by tie explosion. Nearly covery of their husbands, sons or. thrilled the coal camps of southern
Elliott a tthe annual meeting yester- his government to conduct a free and try for a brief vacation, and this is
Washington, Oct. 23. Senate: Met
all were sickened by the poisonous sweethearts, dead or alive.
Colorado, only 125 miles away, about
day regarding a probable reduction fair election may be expected.
taken as an indication that he does
at
noon
an
to
vote
under
agreement
gases they bad Inhaled.
Meanwhile constitutionalists are re- not consider the situation serious.
in the dividend rate from 6 to 4 per
Industry In the town and the sur-- i o'clock yesterday. It reached the
Fuel and today on the seamen's bill.
Fans Not Started Early Enough
cent caused the slump, which carried ported to be making every, effort to
roundlnj? coal camps is Dractlcallv at office of the Colorado
Banking committee continued hear- down the
was
Iron
at
stated
the
that
It
company
ventilating a standstill, every resource being
Trinidad, and orprice 3 points to 82. Later establish a civil government so as to
An Atrocious Deed
fan was not started until four hours strained to the work of rescue and ders to 'forward the company's mine ings.
It rallied to 83. In June of the pres- strengthen their claims for recogniMexico
City, Oct. 23. jfUvoIut-ouHouse: Met at noon and adjourned
rescue
car followed, immediately.
after the explosion and that In the of caring for the iajured.
ent year the dividend, payment was tion or at least to moral support of ista yesterday murderedf tha fenHia
m. without transacting
at
12:43
p.
meantime the gas probably had peneWithin, two hours F. L. Miller, superreduced from 8 per cent, the' rate their cause.
retaliation, numbering abocc GO, of
intendent of the Colorado Fuel and any business, to noon Friday.
trated every part of the workings.
First Reports Encouraging
paid for many years, to 6 per cent
Upon advices from the embassy at the village rf Cheran, at Zicurln la
Little hope was expressed by the
Mexico City of the arrest of Daniel the state of Michoacan, while
Dawson, N. M., Oct." 23. What is the Iron company, was southbound with
they
company here say it will be possible
leaders of the rescue parties that any fate of approximately 200 men re- a trained crew of rescuers.
and Evaristo Madero, brothers of the were defending the village church
BESNAHAN NOT SOLD
for many of the meu in mine No. 2
"
of the men still in the mine would be' maining in the workings of No. 2 Stag
C.
23.
President
late president. Secretary Bryan today against looters. The villagers Toughi.
Cincinnati, Oct.
to escape unless they have been killed
found alive. A fire, which was dis- Canon mine, who, with 39 known dead
W. Murphy of the Chicago Nationals, directed Charge O'Shaughnessy to use until their ammunition wu exhausted
Hope for Entombed Men
by falling stone, as the mine has who is in
covered about noon in old No. 3 mine, and 25 survivors rescued alive, were
Cincinnati, denied today his good offices with the Huerta gov- aru then need machels, Etones nod
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 23. Officers
connected with No. 2, and which, it entombed by a terrific explosion at 3 of the Pittsburgh station of the bu- abundant air shaft and rescue equip- that Roger Bresnahan had been trad- ernment to obtain a fair trial for the clubs to
off their ajsiiar.ts, cut
ment.
is thought, was started jy the ex- o'clock yesterday? This was the ques- reau of mines expressed the belief
ed to Brooklyn and would
succeed two accused men.
were
and
f
ty
William Dahlen of that club. Murconferplosion, threatens to interfere seri- tion on the lips of hundreds of moth- this morning that many of the miners
At his usual
u and Tiie Hlage
b'H'tfd
to
Sheridan Withholds Opinion
ously with the work of the rescuers. ers, wives and children today as they entombed in the Stag Canon mine
phy said there was absolutely no ence with the newspaper correspond- thp ground,.
N.
M., Oct. 23. Joe truth in the
Albuquerque,William McDermott, general super- pressed the line of guards thrown would be brought out alive, If they
ents today, President. Wilson, for the
report.
Rebels are reported to have tor
B. Sheridan, until recently state mine
intendent of the mine, has not been about the mouth of the mine.
had not been killed yesterday by the
first time, declined to discuss for- tured Lieutenant Jose N. Bracamonte3
inspector of New Mexico, today defound. He was among the 284 men
This was the unconscious incentive shock of the explosion.
eign relatiors and asked to be excus- and two soldiers belonging to a small
entombed.
RE
f federal
Records of the bureau show there clined to hazard an opinion as to the COFFINS
that spurred hundreds of volunteer
ed from speaking of the attitude
garrison stationed near Cam-aro- n,
The work of penetrating into the rescuers to almost superhuman en- - are in the Dawson mining region no cause of the disaster at Dawson.
Great Britain or a.; other phase o:'
south of Nuevo Laredo, after
"No experienced miner would hazruined workings is progressing in the deavcrs to penetrate workings strewn less than 100 men trained in mine re
the Mex tai. sltuatli i.
killing the remainder of the federal
Tl)
face o enormous difficulties. The with debris and filled with poisonous cue work and their rating is among ard an opinion without inspecting the
The president's departure from his troops.
tunnels leading into No. 2 from neigh- gases. None there was who would the highest west of the anthracite coal mine first," said Mr. Sheridan this
The rebels are said to have eklnneoT.
custom of speaking frankly on interboring mines were found to be com- venture a prediction.
country of Pennsylvania. They are morning. "As shots are fired whenjL0CAL UNDERTAKING COMPANY national affairs was regarded as deep- the soles of the feet of the three pris.
pletely blocked, and all work has to
Clearly the hopefulness that per-- fully equipped with the necessary ap all the men are out of the mine, it is
RECEIVES RUSH ORDERS
ly significant regarding the situation oners, walked them several miiea and
be done through the main entrance.
evident that the explosion must have
vaded the camp Immedia tely following paratus.
FOR BURIAL. CASES
caused by the actions of Sir Lionel then beheaded them wth machets beLiving Men 3,000 Feet Away
the explosion and throughout the
originated with fire damp and been
'
Expert Goes to Dawson
Garden, British minister to Mexico cause they refused to shout for Car-ra- n
J. w. Paul of the United States bu extended by coal dust. It is not pro
Stag Canon No. 2 is not a shaft night had given wav tocray to evi- That the officials of the Stag Canon and Great Britain's attitude toward
za.
reau of mines, who was here giving Dable that there was any great ac- - mine in Dawson are preparing for the
mine, but is entered through a tunnel dences of doubt.
situation
th(, yextea!i
generally.
driven directly into the face
"When we reach the air shaft we demonstrations of mine rescue worS cumulation ot gas as the Dawson mines worst is shown by the fact that J. C.
'
Must Protect American
Rights
mountains. Most of the men thus wm find many men safe," was the in connection with the meetings of the are among the best equipped for veu- - Johnsen & Son, undertakers of tills
Twwithrfra
Acrtinn
Chicago, Oct. 23. The Mexican so- -'
far rescued, and nearly all the bodies, Df t repeated hope voiced throughout American Mining congress, left today tilation and Bafety appliances in the ' city, this
morning received an order
London, Oct. 23. In the absence of ciety, recently organized, held its first
have been found in this tunnel, com-- ! the night. Three men alive and only for Dawson, N. M.
world.
'to rush as manv coffins an unssihle any definite Information from British meeting here today. Robert
Kerr, the.
paratively near the entrance; The nartlv conscious and three bodies was
,
to the Colfax county mining camp. official
quarters, comment on the Mex- president, in an address, declared that
men still missing are at least 3,000
Relief Train from El Paso
Strikers Offer Assistance
the reward when the mrshaft finally.
Twenty-fivcoffins were sent out this ican situation was
generally confined the society must devise a plan whero-b- y
feet from the entrance. Rescuers, was readied1 today.
nil Faso, Tex., uct. 26. a Bpeciai
Trinidad, Col., Oct. 23. Burying the afternoon by express on Santa Fe to brief paragraphs questioning
the
the influence of Americans who.
comhelmets
and
with
that relief train carrying nurses and
oxygen
equipped
Mine officials still insisted
oitterness engendered by the present train No. 10. The Johnsens will send
interview
are thoroughly acquainted with trie
of
the
alleged
genuineness
&
EI
relieving each other at short shifts, others would be found alive.
Paso
the
of
labor
the
in
southern fields, 17 others as radily as possible.
pany surgeons
war
given by Sir Lionel Carden, the Brit- situation In Mexico may be
are forcing their way, foot by foot,
So absorbed were the mine offic- Southwestern railway, a phelps-Dodg- e
strikers of this city, Sopris and Starfc-villOrders have been sent into Denver, ish minister to Mexico, in which he is fective In
any program to safe:;-often- being compelled to halt for ials in the work e rescue that today corporation, left here at 9:15 this
all of whom had been members
Raton and all other cities said to have remarked the "Washing- American interests in Mexico.
hours while fallen rock and coal is :no official check has been made of morning for Dawson, N. M., the scene of first aid and oxygen helmet teasis Trinidad,
within a reasonable distance from ton government does not understand
"The government at WasMn:.i
removed.
the number of men in the mine at the of the Stag Canon mine disaster. The before the strike, today volunteered Dawson for caskets for the dead min- the situation
In Mexico."
he said, "must be called on in v.
No prediction Is made as to how hour of the disaster, and it seemed train also carried a quantity of hos- their services to local mine officials ers.
Over 100 were sent from Denver,
Most ef the papers urge a speedy nize the rights of American ciil
long it will take to penetrate the in- certain that at least 230, perhaps pital supplies.
for rescue work at Dawson, Ar- while Trinidad and Paton contributed disclaimer of the
interview, declaring in Mexico, and of other forv!
nermost recesses of the mine.
Dr. James
Douglas, head of the rangements were hastily made nnd over 50. The caskets sent are ot the
more, were entombed.
that
the
Americans,
heing nearer tha
exe
Walter
Harrowing scenes are being enacted
of
Phelps-Dodginterests, and
the entire party, in command of cheap quality but are such that each spot, are better able than Great Erifr are incountry whose lives v.r.a pros
During the morning scores
at the rescue camps and around the perienced miners from the Colorado 'Douglas, vice president and general Mark Danford', superintendent of the dead miner will receive
jeopardy, even to 'he
the best that ain to judge where they shoe pinches.
mouth of the tunnel. The injured fields continued to reach camn and mnnnp-pproviding
police protection."
train.
relief
npromnanied the
Wootton mines, left for Dawson at can .be obtained1 under the
Garden's Remarks Criticized
men are being made as comfortable as j fresh squads were sent into the work- - j Local officials of the Stas Canon 2:25 o'clock.
Not a word has been heard here
(Continued on Pav
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Few persons, on first thought,
would see any possible connection bePADGETT.....
tween good roads and good health. Yet JAPANESE OFFICIAL
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SAYS
the state board of health of Kansas
TIENCE IS NEEDED IN
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Us
says that good roads can and will
prevent disease. How? By the reWeeds
moval of weeds and trash.
Toklo, Japan, Oct. 23. Discussion
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ration of moisture and promote rel
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to
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ajlssion through the HUted States tention of ground water. This makes
forOkuma, former Japanese
malls as second class matter.
t
ideal breeding spots for mosquitoes,
eign minister, to express his imprestiles ana otner insects, wnicti are sions of American temperament.
known as diseases carriers, not to
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The problem was a vast one, he 1
mention chinch bugs, hoppers and declared more
Dally, by Carrier
than is n
05 other insets which are crop damag- Her Copy
commonly thought by the Japanese
15 ers. Furthermore,
an undergrowth
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roads also prevent disease by provid- ing
Meantime the United States will
One Year
ing good drainage. Many farms have remain a difficult problem, he said,
Rtx Months
no means of drainage except by ditch
not only to Japan, but to the whole
es along roadways. Open
ditches, of 'Riirone- TTn ndrted: "Orent. T!rito
during the popular manifestations to charged whites for liquor, so that the ing explain cuts to us if we came in if
i Cash
in Advance for Mail Subscrip- clear of brush and debris, with hard-ta,hag been tlmQ and aga,n annoy. demand the sending of armed forces trade is a profitable though exceeding- early. Thanks to this plan, Helen
ened surface and proper fall, afford ed
one.
now knows how to buy meat.
tions.)
by the haughty and eccentric man to China to punish the Chinese lor ly risky
these farms the opportunity of rid- - ner in which America behaves herorone
is
of
The
told
Kem:t by draft, check or money
ingenious
"Before she learned values in housestory
at
Nanking.
attacking Japanese
If sent otherwise we will not ding themselves of many a stagnant self.
iwr.
The arbitration and Panama
The gathering was certainly more citizen of the Carbon City who baked hold linen, we added to our supply
AT
pool. The removal of weeds, proper tools
of whisky in loaves some most undesirable 'bargains.' She
? responsible for loss
problems are the latest lllustra- - picturesque than a western mob and half pint bottles
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surface
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the
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and
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grading,
hardening
appllca-product
will never waste Robert's money on
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Specimen copies free
it baalnced at times between the traoiling, insures prompt drainage of all
the same sleazy, mercerized towels
tlOfi.
The veteran statesman continued: gic and the farcical. At one end of Indians at $1 per loaf.
Duarte or sheeting.
Rutitlo
This afternoon
pool, ditch and surface water, removWhat makes the matter more the vast Hibiya Park, the huge bandto the charge of selling the possibility of insect breeders trouMesome , the tempestuoug and stand was
"And directly she could spare time
AT
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masses
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practical course of training
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tive of insect larvae, especially mos- father, Antonio Maggie, the faithful, began to inRANGED FOR BY THE Y. M.
ike madmen an(J Jn ae next drQp t0 almost all wearing wooden sandals bootleggers,
Duarte, being now under sentence in struct her in
quitoes a well known fact. Dry nonchalance. For instance, the Cali- over bare feet and the
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Duarte sold his liquor in the McGaf-fe- Helen nor
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Teachers Needed
A request for school teachers has
been received by the Btate educational department from Valencia county.
Notary Named

SEVERE PUNISHMENT

TO GEF HALF

Of Ivlrs. Ctappell,

of Five Yeari'

Notaries were appointed yesterday
as follows:
by Governor McDonald
George Bringle, Nara Visa, N. M.

Standing, Relieved by Cardui.

MILL:

Motion Denied

LEVY FOR, STRICTLY. STATE PURPOSES IS THREE AND
MILLS
ONE-HAL-

F

As was announced yesterday by Associated Press, the state tax levy was
fixed at Santa Fe by State Auditor
in-- j
W. G. Sargent at 13.60 mills, an
crease, of .10 mills over last year, ine
even-

following article from yesterday
Mexican gives
ing's Santa Fe New
dithe Items into which the levy is

vided:
The state tax rate was fixed today
G. Sargent. It is
by State Auditor W.
as compared
dollar
on
the
mills
13.C0
with 13.50 last year. This is an increase over 1012 of one tenth of one
mill on each, dollar of taxable valuation, and is found necessary because
of the fact that although there is an
increase of about $19,000,000 in the
assessed valuation of the state, the
Interest and sinking fund charges
have been greatly increased.
This is shown by the fact that the
total appropriations for last year
amounted to $737,000, while the appropriations this year, for the second
fiscal year were $883,000.
This tax rate is figured on an assessed valuation of $91,734,0.01, and if
every cent of it could be collected
would bring in a total revenue for!
state purposes of $1 ,247,590. However,
experience has shown that there is an
appreciable percentage that is never
collected and a margin must be allowed so that sufficient, money to run
the state is assured.
The total state rate of 13.00 mills is
divided among the various state purposes as follows:
State purposes, 3.50 mills.
State institutions, 5.21 mills.
Charitable institutions, 0.31 mills.
State road fund, 1.00 mill.
Current school fund, 0.50 mills.
Interest and sinking fund 3.1 mills.
This state levy was today certified
to the boards of county commissioners in every one of the 25 counties in
the state, who in turn will certify, it
to the assessor, together with the
county levy, in order that he may be
prepared to go ahead with the work
of carrying out on the tax rolls the
various amounts due from each taxpayer.
Copies of Proceedings Mailed
Cdpies of the proceedings of the
state board of equalization have been
received by the traveling auditor and
last night were sent out to every assessor in each of the counties of New
Mexico. Today copies are being mailed to every person or corporation who
had an appeal before the state board,
also to the county clerks and county
commissioners.
Will not Write Bonds
The Maryland Casualty company of
Ratllmore, has advised Jacobo Chavez, superintendent of insurance, that
it has notified ail its agents in this
-
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EXAMPLE The Joy

UODEi

Mother's Frli nd, a famous exteranl remedy, is tlie only one known that Is able to
teach all tlie different parts Involved. It

BATTLE

e

broad-heade-

d

u

C

iLvery Pay
Finds out that the drug , caffeine, in coffee is the cause
of headache, nervousness, irritable heart, insomnia or
some other obscure ache or pain.
Steady nerves and clear brain the best asset any
man or woman can have are often impossible to the regular coffee drinker.
If you are ambitious enough to "get ahead," suppose
e
you stop coffee and try hot,
well-mad-

POSTUM
If the old aches and pains begin to leave after a few
stick to it or go
days on Postum, you'll know whether to
back to coffee troubles.
Postum now comes in two forms:

Regular Postum must be well boiled.
Instant Postum is a soluble powder. A spoonful
dissolves in a cup of hot water, and with sugar and cream
makes a delicious beverage instantly.

Drink It instead of coffee- -

"There's a Reason"

one
EASY CHANGE
When Coffee is Doing Harm
A lady writes from the land of cotton of the results of a four years use
of the food beverage, Postum:
"Ever since I can remember we
had used coffee' there times a day.
It had a more or. less injurious effect
upon us all, and I suffered almost
death from indigestion and nervousness.
"I know it was coffee, because when
I would leave it off for a few days I
would feel better. But it was hard to
give coffee up, even though I realized
how harmful it was to me.
"At last I found a perfectly easy
way to make the change. Four years
ago I abandoned the coffee habit and
began to drink Postum and I also influenced the rest of the family to do

the same.
"Even the children are allowed to
drink It as freely as they do water.
And It has done us all great good. I
no longer suffer from indigestion, and
my nerves are in admirable tone
slnec I began to use Postum. We
never use coffee any more.
"We appreciate Postum as a delightful and healthful beverage, which
not only invigorates but supplies the
best of nourishment as well." Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
,

Mich.

Write for the famous little book,
"The Road to Wellvllle."

FROM CANAD

A Wonderful Remedy That is a Natural
Aid and Relievei the Tension.

y.

'

CATTLE IMPORTED EDUCATORS

Ceding FMberhscd

In the supreme court this morning
Mt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Ciiap-pe- ll a motion to dismiss in the case of
of this town, says: "I suffered for
vs. the Occidental FRENCH GENERAL DIRECTS OPlive years with womanly troubles, also Edward Bass, etc.,
ERATIONS WITHOUT HEARstomach troubles, and my punishment Insurance company, was denied.
ING A GUN
was more than any one could tell.
Militia .Association Meeting
I fried most every kind of
A. S. Brookes, adjutant general of
medicine,
but none did me any good.
Paris, Oct. .23. An excellent idea of
the state, returned last night from
I read one
day about Cardtii, the woa modern land battle is like was
what
the
attended
had
he
where
Chicago,
man's tonic, and 1 decided to try it. I
had not taken but about six bottles until annual convention of the National obtained during the French army
I was almost cured.
It did me more Guard association. The meeting was maneuvers, when
General Nicolas
good than all the other medicines 1 had
and radical action Chomer, commanding the 60,000 men
lively
extremely
tried, put together.
was taken In several matters. One in of the southern army, did not see a
My friends began asking me why I
looked so well, and I told them about particular related to what is called regiment during the five days nor on
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
the pay bill, and the association adopt the final day of the battle did he hear
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any ed strong resolutions on this subject a gun.
of the ailments due to womanly trouble,
The general's headquarters on the
bill such as
such as headache, backache, sideache, to the effect that a pay
a
become
law,
last
see
to
day were in a pleasant wayside
sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired they would like
feeling?
be drafted by a committee from the tavern, 25 miles behind the firing
If so, let us urge you to give Cardui a
ufvofiiatlon and submitted to congress lines, which extended about the same
trial. We feel confident it will help you,
be passed. This length. A large scale mnp of the reJuSt as it has a miiiiou other wou.jn in wiLli a request that it
suit- gion was spread upon a table, a row
the past half century.
action is to be taken without
efforts
and
of telephones like that in the dining
You ing the war department,
Eeg'm taking Cardui
telewon't regret it. All druggists.
will be made to have it enacted into a room, the tables of the field
Write tn Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies' law without the sanction of the war graphers were on the other side of
Advisory Dept., Chattajiooga, Term., for Sttcial
if the latter, objects to the room, and wireless instruments
instructions on your case and
book, "Home department,
catment for Woman," in plain wrapper. N.C. 124
On the
the bill. Another matter related to a cracked in an outbuilding.
more adequate representation of the meadow adjoining military aeroplanes
militia in the war depart- arrived and departed, adjutants takstate not to write any bonds. This organized
the right to submit sug- ing the reports of the aviators.
with
ment,
is the result of a letter to the comThree colonels of the staff collatall the recommendations
on
gestions
pany by the insurance department of.
do
with
to
ed
the telephonic, telegraphic, and
having
the
department
that it cease writing bonds in this
wireless reports and the airmen's obmilitia.
the
organized
state or comply with the law, requirservations, moving colored
ing a, deposit of $20,000.
pins on the map, thus indiPROBLEMS
TAX
TO DISCUSS
Examined Occidental
moment to moment the
from
Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 23. Governors cating
Mr. P. I.ineau yesterday filed with
of their own and
relative
positions
the insurance department a statement of several states, tax commissioners, the
troops.
enemy's
and
college
of the condition of the Occidental economists, university
General Chomer studied the map
from
Fire Insurance company of Albuquer- professors and business .men
Now and then he gave
attentively.
in
are
of the country
que as of September 30, 1913, Mr. Lin-ea- many sections
movement
con- an order concerning the
annual
seventh
at
the
atendance
was recently in Albuquerque going
or
with his
discussed
of
his
troops
associaNational Tax
through the company's books for that ference of the
chief of staff the significance of the
here
its
sessions
which
opened
tion,
purpose.
information just received.
today and will remain in session un
Invited to Banquet
General Paul Pau, the commander-in-chie- f
tax
experts
Jacobo Chavez, superintendent of til Saturday. Among the
of the rival northern army,
to deliver addresinsurance, is in receipt of an invita- who have consented
the same circumstances,
under
much
E.
E.
are
tion from the Union Central Life In- ses before the conference
sat some 50 miles away, sending his
F.
T.
and
surance company of Cincinnati, Ohio, Woodbury,
into action,
New brigades and divisions
to attend a banquet on Friday, Novem- Bvrnes. present chairman of the
of war
more
no
tumult
the
of
with
commission
ber 7 to commemorate the formal York state board of tax
Adel- - than is heard during a cable chess
J.
R.
Leboeuf,
ers;
opening of their new home.
bert Moot of Buffalo; J. L. Davis, match.
Senator Fall's Irrigation Project
of cor
Albert B: Fall and M. T. Everhart, United States commissioner
Visitors to the Prefecture of the
of
chairman
B.
Pierce,
of Three Rivers, have filed three ap porations:
of the Seine are always
commisdepartment
tax
plications in the state engineer's of- the New Jersey special
with gloves," for, according
"handled
L.
T.
Commissioner
Tax
fice for the appropriation of water sion; State
D. M. Link of to a peculiar tnd ancient custom, perfrom Three Rivers creek and dry ar- - Lyons, of Wisconsin;
of Colorado, mission to enter the prefect's room
Adams
royos in Twp. 12 south, range 9 east, Indiana, J. Frank
Pro- cannot be obtained unless the caller
for the irrigation of 10,760 acres. They and C. M. Zander of Arizona;
wears gloves. ; v
Johnaim to build a storage reservoir to fessors Seligman of Columbia,
As soon as a gloveless persons enYork University, Raper
impound the annual flow in the creek son of New
ters
the receciJaT, room, the usher reof the University of North Carolina,
and arroyos.
"Your gloves, please? If the
marks:
UniverState
Ohio
Lockhart of the
Water Application
Il- visitor replies that he has no gloves,
of
the
University
of.
Fairlie
Lewis Mathlas of Artesia has filed sity,
and Fair-chil- d the 'official says: "Then I will find
a water application with the state en- linois, Bullock of Harvard,
B.
T.
general you some." He keeps a large box
Paton,
of Yale;
gineer for 47 cubic feet a second from
Bankers' as- filled with gloves of every size and
the Pecos river for the irrigation of counsel of the American
H.
R.
Whltten, statis- shade, from which he provides the
33 acres, in twp. 17 south, range 27 sociation; Dr.
York
New
public service visitor with a new pair, for which he
of
the
tician
east.
to pay the equivalent of
commission; A. S. Dudley, tax com- is expected
School Census
50 cents.
and
Paul
the
St.
railway
The school census of Santa Fe missioner of
The budget of the prefect of the
state W. W. Pollock; of the Manufacturers'

county has been received by the
The headquart
educational department. It shows a Anoraisal company.
are at the Ho
conference
the
of
ers
school population of 5,875 as compartel
Iroquois.
In
the city
ed with 6,054 last year.
of Santa Fe proper the 1913 enumeration is 2,375, as compared with
Subscribe for The Opt!"
2,367 last year.

THReC

Seine for 1911 is estimated at an
equivalent of $85,800,000, or $2,600,000
more than this year. Among the suggestions for raising the revenue Is
that a special tax shall be placed on
foreign residents living in Paris, based on the rental of their houses
or apartments. The American colony
is very strong in Paris, and if this
recommendation were to be adopted,
it would affect two or three thousand
.
families.

The success of Roland Garro's recent daring flight across the Mediterranean Sea has caused the postponement of a play which was shortly to open in one of the Parisian
theaters. The whole plot, of the piece
apparently hinged on the impossibility of flying from France to North
Africa, which is now shown to be
easy. The Atlantic ocean, it is stated, is to be substituted for the Mediterranean, but this will entail the rearrangement of so much of the play
that it will not be ready for some
time.
Wireless telegraphy has enabled
the French and American authorities
to determine within the
th part of a second the difference in
time' between Paris and Washington,
but experiments are in progress for
the purpose of eliminating all errors.
The French government has sent a
commission to Washington to renew
jointly with the American officers at
Arlington the exchange of wireless
signals with the Eiffel tower. It is
Lcomposed of Martial Simonin, an as
tronomer of the Observatory of Paris,
Capt. A. C. Carrier, of the Colonial
Infantry, and Naval Lieutenant Gig-noProf. Henri Abraham, of the
Sorbonne, sailed later to join the parstndvlng with
ty, with the object
wireless
registration
pbotographio
signals and experiments In the velocity in the propagation of wireless
waves. Later in the year the first
party returns to Paris, and will be
replaced by Elol Viennet, an astronomer ot the Observatory of Paris, and
P. Auverny, an ensign of the navy,
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Chicago, Oct. 23. As a result of
Is a penetrating application utier the formula of a noted family doctor; and lubri- the new tariff cattle are rolling in
cates every muscle, nerve, tissue er tendon
affected. It goes directly to the strained from' western Canada. laiy, or
are arriv'asf
portions and gently but surely relieves all i.
Ltly, a p. euro s-tendency to soreness or strain.
:.
w
i'lo
eo'".i
feature of
By Its dully use there will be no pain, no
distress, no nausea, no danger of. laceration tions.
steers
Sas
Wild
from
eyed
or other accident, and the period will be one
of supreme comfort and Joyful anticipation. katchewan and Alberta that had nev
To all young women Mother's Friend Is er traveled
further than across a
one of the greatest of all helpful influences,
lor it robs childbirth of all its agonies and quarter section, In the glare of the
dangers, dispels nil the doubt and dread, arc lights scrambled out of the Can
ail sense of fear, and thus enables the mind
and body to await the greatest event la a adian Pacific cars and asked In stenwoman's life with untrauuneled
gladness. torian voices what it was all
about,
Mother's Friend isi a most cherished
is of anyway.
and
In
of
thousands
homes,
remedy
Buch peculiar merit, and value as to make It
The stockyard punchers have had
essentially one to bo recommended by all
.
women.
the
surprise of their lives in the
You will find It on sale at ell drm; stores
at ?1.00 a bottle, or the drug --,Ut will gladly grade of cattle from Canada; instead
pet It for yon If you insist upon it. Moth-er'- s of the
typical range steer it is a do
Friend is prepared only by the Itrad-flel- d
Regulator Co., 137 I.amar lildg., At- mesticated article that emerges from
lanta, Ga., who will send you by mail,
The explanation
sealed, a very Instructive bonk to expectant most of the cars.
mothera. Write ior it
is that
given by the men in
.
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of the New Mexico Educational
association will meet at Albuquerque
November
Last year nearly
one thousand persons attended this
24-2-

convention and it is expetced that
this attendance will be exceeded by
a good margin. The principal speaker will be the chief educational officer of the United States, P. P. Clax-ton- ,
who will visit New Mexico in an
official capacity for the first time. Mrs.
Mary C. Bradford, state superintendent of public instruction of Colorado,
will give one of the main addresses.
It. is hoped, also, that Professor Hol-de- n
of the Kansas State Agricultural
From the
college may be present.
to
additional
will
we
in
have,
state,
the leading educators, Governor W.
charge
diversified farming has been taken C. McDonald, Secretary of State AnE. Twitchell,
who have been working on the Eiffel up with a vengance by the farmers tonio Lucero, Ralph
of western Canada. Instead of grain president of the board of managers
tower.
The American navy department at farming ony some high grade breed- of the San Diego exposition; Ralph
the same time will send an astron- ing stock has been introduced all Ely, president of the State Fair asso
omer from the naval observatory in through the western provinces.
ciation; Charles W. G. Ward, district
"They are playing it safe up in our attorney of the Fourth judicial disWashington and one or more officers, with the same objects to Paris. country these days," said a stalwart trict, and former Governor L. B.
The officers of both navies will farmer in charge of one carload, one Prince, who will speak at the various
thus work first on one side and then who by his accent was born nearer general or section meetings of the
Indiana, than England. association.
cn the other, so as to eliminate as Kokomo
As a special compliment to those
much as possible errors arising from "Some of the best breeding stock on
the personal equation. The astrono- the continent is in the hands of the attending the meetings the people of
mical Instruments used in the obser- 'provincial officials and the results Albuquerque are furnishing a special
vations will also he employed first on have done more to stimulate live- entertainment at an expense of $500
one side and then on the other to cor- stock growing on the farm than all or more. In every way possible, Alrect such slight variations as may be the talking that was done by experts buquerque will give a welcome to the
of the provinces and of the C. P. It. visitors. The opera house will be usdue to mechanical imperfection.
demonstration farms.
ed for general meetings, the armory
An Illiterate Nation
"Glencarnock Victor won the grand for the school exhibit and the high
Lisbon,
Portugal, Oct. 23. Just
s
of the Portugese people (championship for fat stock at the school buildings for section sessions.
can neither read nor write, according last stock show. It made a great
Sunday, November 23, will be known
to the latest official census, which stir, not only around Brandon, where as "Education Sunday" on which ocshows that in Portugal, Maderia and the steer was bred, but all over west- casion the ministers of the different
the Azores there was a total' pbula-tio- ern Canada, Yqu are going to see churches in Albuquerque and, it is
of 5,960,056, of which 4,478,998 some steers from' there that will be hoped, throughout
the state, will
were totally illiterate. There are
a credit to corn feeding on an Indiana speak on topics along educational
men and 3,131,465 women.
farm."
lines.
The Americans living in Portugal,
The figures furnished by the domGeneral sessions of the association
on Monday afternoon,
1,645, outnumber the Italians of whom inion government show that for the will be held
there are 547, and the Germans, who prairie provinces there was an in Monday evening, Tuesday morning,
have 969, and are nearly as numerous crease of livestock, of 3.4 per cent. Tuesday evening and
as the French colony with 1,832.
in 1912 over 1911 and an Increase of morning. Monday morning, Tuesday
The population of Lisbon is 435,359 10.2 per cent over 1908. The largest afternoon, and Wednesday after; non
and of Oiiorto 194,009.
Increase was in Alberta and Sas- will be devoted to meetings of th
katchewan where very generally the following sections? High Bchool and
farmers have taken up diversified college,
peace league, elementary
schools, Indian schools, commercial
EQUAL SUFFRAGE IN VIRGINIA
farming.
The supply of cattle from western teachers, science and mathematics
Lynchburg, Va., Oct. 23. The most
vital matter which will come up be- Canada, it is saind, will make little teachers, industrial teachers, music
fore the annual state convention of difference in the meat situation, how- and drawing teachers, school patrons,
the Virginia Equal Suffrage league, ever, for the reason that most of the school boards, librarians and institute
session livestock :wlll be consumed in Can- workers.
which opened its
tlio meeting
In connection with
here today with a large attendance, ada where the opening up of new
will be the campaign proposed to he lands and the Increase of population there will, also, be held a Btate orawaged before the general assembly in the cities has enormously increas torical contest, and a state spelling
demands for match is also being arranged.
The
in the interest, of equal suffrage. Dr. ed the consumptive
Anna Howard Shaw, president of the meat.
schools' exhibit will, it is believed,
Holman James, an Englishman who be the most notable ever held In
National Equal Suffrage association,
will deliver one of the principal ad- is famous in London for two things, New Mexico.
a 5,000 ' acre ranch in Saskatchewan
The general topic of the session
dresses at the convention.
with
mark
be "Our Rural and Elementary
small
to
a
hit
will
(and ability
Australian whip, said of the Schools" and the discussions will be
a
livestock devoted largely to the problems arislikelihood that Canadian
will come in quantities to the states ing in connection with the first eight
that the Canadian appetite would grades of the school course. All who
prevent that, duty or no duty. "T tri are Interested in education teachers
OF HUDDLE AGE ed wheat farming tyr two years," he in public, private and denominational
superintendents,
said, "and then turned to mixed farm- schools, principals,
ing, agreeing with the advice given members of school boards, and par
Mrs. Hilbert Tells of Her Dis- by distinguished Cauauians that Sas- ents are invited to attend this meetfarmers ought to go Into ing. Railroad rates will be remarktressing Symptoms During katchewan
this line. My place is now alive with ably low, and it is expected that this
Change of Life and How hogs. I bought cattle and brood meeting will prove to be the largest
She Found Relief.
mares. I planted alfalfa, timothy and educational gathering ever held in the
rape. I took this year four tons of southwest.
Fleetwood. Pa. "During the Change timothy to the acre. Even at the
of Life I was hardly able to be around price of wild hay this timothy would
at all. I always had pay better than any wheat crop in YOU'RE CONSTIPATED
a headache and I Saskatchewan."
was so dizzy and ner?y:::::
"A farmer on Medicine Hat River
''ftiUTMfc.,.
vous that I had no
BiLIODS,
$S52
I
f
rest at night. The bought 106 hogs and expended and
buttermilk
and
oats
on
flashes of heat were
barley,
so bad sometimes after allowing for rent and Interest
CLEAN YOUR LIVER AND WASTE- that I did not know on his investment he-- cleared a net
CLOGGED BOWELS TONIGHT!
a
what to do.
of $1,330. He did not lose
surplus
FEEL BULLY
"One day a friend
disease which he
advised me to take single hog through
attributes to the climate and condibox now.
Get a
Lydia E. Pinkham's
tions under which the hogs were rais
Com
You're bilious! You have- a throb
Vegetable
pound and it made me a strong well wo ed."
bing sensation in your head, a bad
man. I am Tory thankful that I foltaste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
lowed my friend's advice and I shall
recommend it as long as I live. Before Quick Help to Backache and Rheu your skin is yellow, with dark rings
under your eyes; your lips are parchmatism
I took the Compound I was always
want ed. No wonder
The man or woman who
sickly and now I have not had medicine
you feel ugly, mean
rheufrom a doctor for years. You may pub- quick help from backache and
and
Your system is full
Kidnev
in
it
will
find
Foley
lish my letter." Mrs. Edward.B. Hil- matism,
bile
not
of
with
and
passed off, ant
so
properly
act
quickly
Pills. They
bert, Fleetwood, Pa.
offoct that weak, inactive what you need is a cleaning up inSuch warning symptoms as sense of kidneys that do not keep the blood side. Don't continue
being a bilious
suffocation, hot flashes, headaches,b;ick-aches- , ion onrt freA of Imnurities. are ton nuisance to
ana
th039 who
yourself
dread of impending evil,timidif" ed up and strengthened to healthy
louow love you, and don't resort to barsn
sounds in the ears, palpitation of t,.. ..!.r-- o
.ti,,n (innd reauns
heart, sparks before the eyes, irregu- their use promptly. O. G.. Schaefer pbys.ics that irritate and injure. Remember that most disorders ot the
larities, constipation, variable appetite, land Red Cross Drug
weakness and inquietude, and dizainess,"
stomach, liver and bowe'a fero c- '
are promptly heeded by intelligent woNeuralgia of the face, shoulder, by morning with Rontle, tiio-- e
men who are approaching the period in hands or feet requires a powerful
Cascarets they worii v,t - you t '
life when woman's great change may remedv that will penertate the fleBln.
t
box from your ' ,z t , I
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT pos- A
be expected.
where
In
Rubbed
t1 i1? C
sesses
that power.
keep your liver
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comis felt is all that is necessart stomach sweet, an 'I jour
the
1
pain
pound invigorates and strengthens the to relieve suffering and restore ncr
female organism and builds up the weak- mal conditions. Price 25c, 50o and for months. Children
ened nervous system. It has carried $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra Cascarets, because thvy 1
and never gripe or eM.f n - '. ,,
many women safely through this crisis. Drue Co. Adv.
three-fourth-
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San Francisco, after Japanese steamers have called at the Pacific metropHAD A
olis.
An exhaustive study of the effects
of the Panama canal on Japanese marON
itime commerce, botn. for the present
comand the future, has just been
pleted by the ministry of commerce.
ANTA
The department's experts figure that
OUR.
50 .per cent economy will be made by
shipping direct to New York by steamYOUh
" DELEGATES FROM ALL OVER THE ROAD
f e"nS " cro"
WILL THE ROAD, HOWEVER, WILL PUT
COMMISSIONERS
LITTLE NATION EXPECTS TO EX- - er 'nstead
w
j.
' COUI UJUiit,
uy ran nviu
GL03E ARE GATHERED IN
SIX MILLIONS BACK INTO THE
AT
BUILD WATER RUNWAY
PAND COMMERCE THROUGH
that
however,is
coast.
It
NEW
unlikely,
YORK
PROPERTY
GAP
ROMEROVILLE
THE PANAMA DITCH
any change will he made In the manNew .York, Oct. 23. While ribbons
ner of shipping raw biiU, of which
m....
To repair and put In an excellent
Topeka, Kan., Oct. 23. The transthe exports to the United States lluttered in Brooklyn today. Women condition the three bad places in the formation of a sprawling western
to $57,000,000 last year, as of every creed and
wearing road between Las Vegas and Santa railroad into a system comprising
xnerce as a result of the opening ,of amounted
account
of interest charges mer- lbe Bmwy
on
of
0
the
Woman's
on
badge
miles of track and employing
the
The
Fe will be the main object of the
canal.
ports
the Panama
who desire their payments as cllril.tiall Temperance Union attached
an orof
the
commission for the next few
road
eastern coast of both South and North clants
persons;
boosting
as possible. At the same to emblems from every land and from weeks.
These places are at the
America are at once opened to her luickly
dinary transportation line to a vast
lower cost of freight will CV61,y Ktate ,n the uni(m and every
the
"me
vnnrt trade , and everything possible
of Las Ve corporation with earnings occupying
miles
several
south
to import from the Unit province of Canada,
...
.
gathered in the
in the valley that carries the fourth place in the world's railways; showing.
uicid enable Japan
Will U0 UOIJe IU unu luuii-The operating expenses for the test given the Texas today. The
more raw cotton, machinery "City of Chiucihes" in readiness for gas,
States
ru
flood water from
for Japanese goods.
the Komeroville the expenditure of $270,000,000 for
1913 were. $77,642,000, a gain of
first three runs were at ten knots
locomotives
(he opening of the ninth triennial conThe present trade routes from and
and improvements; the goal
Gap; an especially rocky place on
over 1912. The road was able, speed, then the speed gradually
to Japan vention of the World's W. C. T. U.
benefit
Another
Important
of $120,000,000 reached in gross earn- it will be seen, to make a net
the road between Las Vegas and
Japan to European ports by way cf wi'l he that of permitting her to send
gain of
The arrival of the foreigns delegates
Teco-ictthe Suez canal wi not be affected by
at
and
the
sand
ings.
patch
revenue.
in
and
later
$3,000,000
to
Brazil,
possibly
operating
direct
started the wheels of the convention
,the operation of the Panana route. to
That is the record made by E. P.
These places are considered by
' Do You Dread Your Meals?
The road paid dividends of 6 per
other countries, Japanese
steamers will continue run-- ,
A
activities.
at
the
on
commission
register
the
glance
the
road
worst
the
Ripley,
president of the Atchison, To- cent op common stock representing
.
.
who are expected to go to
.
Your
frrants
food does you little good when
maintained at the convention head and when repaired the highway will peka and Santa Fe railway. President
Ding Dy way OI buez, ior mvy .iio.o--in increasingly large
5 per cent on pre- you have no desire for
America
and
South
$190,000,000,
at
it, when you
quarters gave evidence of the fact bo in excellent shape.
thereby enabled to pick up freight
Ripleys' annual report for the consid ferred stock. The amount paid in dread meal time. What
numbers. Five thousand laborers were
in
you need is
China,
on
the
way
the
is
that
to
destined
be
many ports
gathering
It is the present plan of the com- eration of the stockholders and direc- common dividend amounted to
sent to Brazil last year; 3,000 were
Chamberlain's Tablets. They will
in
India and tho Mediterranean. Hence
the
most
character
in
representative
here
tors
on
to
annual
in
session
mission
the
Topeka
and an addirepair the arroyo
this
sharpen your appetite,
strengthen
It has been decided here that it will transported or spring,
thousand departed in the history of the worldwide organ- road to Itomeroville by the building Thursday, was issued last night from
four
three
tional
The Santa Fe in the last fiscal year your digestion and give you a relish
be unprofitable to divert steamships
ization.
cf a runway of masonry with a tile the executive offices in Chicago and
tho month of September all
an for your meals. For sale by all dealto Europo by way of Panama, as no during
Great Britain and her colonies have formation' underneath. This structure was- reported in part by the Asso- carried 25,061,714. tons of freight,
of Brazil.
fields
coffee
in
to
the
labor
ers. Adv.
tons,
more
than
increase
2,000,000
of
obtained
sent the largest delegation from across will be built in such a
freight can be delivered or
steamers
way as to per- ciated Press. The report was receiv-- and 14,615,000 passengers.
carrying these emi
In the long stretch across the Pacific. The
now pass by way of the Suez seas. The delegation is headed by mit the water in the flood season to ed today by E. C. Copeland, secretary
The expenses in detail:
But new lines of steamers eventually grants
Aurea Howard, daughter of the
EARTHQUAKE IN COLON
canal. They will go by way Panama Lady
pass over the top of the runway with- and treasurer in Topeka, and gievs in Maintenance of way and
will be sent to New York and to tho
Carworld's
the
Countess
of
Oct 23. An earthquake
president,
Colon,
is openeachievement
wonderful
the
75 detail
be
will
new
The
as
out,
soon
tho
waterway
as
damage.
runway
structures
$1S,000,000
eastern coast of South America, where
The latter found it impossible feefin
lisle.
shock
about 15 seconds ocofficials.
lasting
.
made
the
causThis place has
operating
d1.
by
length.
Maintenance of equipment. 19,500,000 curred here at 8
Japan hopes to find big markets for
to come to the convention on account ed automobilists
1896
now
minutes past 9 o'clock
when
is
is
shown
since
that
It
considerable
government
The
trouble,
Japanese
her china and lacquered ware, her
Transportation expenses... 35,000,000 this' morning. Houses rocked and
of ill health and in her absence the
increased
'.President
executive's
of
took
the
the
turn
encounters
a
as
trav
the
question
Ripley
considering
sharp'
ex-"
Traffic and general
etraw mattings and straw braids, a3
.
......
.
.
clocks stopped, but no serious damfor Japanese steamship lines sessions will be presided over by her elers just before they drop into the ciiair, ?2iU,uuu,uuu nas oeen spemi iuy
5,000,000
vrell as her teas, ana at the same subsidies
penses
Other
age was reported in this city. The
daughter.
delegates
of
prominent
extensions
the
for
would
Fe
building
the
Santa
which
permit
railway
arroyo.
raw
time increase her markets for
the
tremor has been exceeded in intenfrom
are
Hope,
Lady
England
Panama
for
also
shown
the
steamers
is
and
additional
improvements. It
Mayor R. J. Taupert of the road
Bilk.
Total operating expenses. $77,500,000 sity by only one other recent shock.
com- leader of the movement for the es commission this
the
new
in
The
route.
to
three
raise
order
that
Japanese
money
great
that
stated
morning
Another Important result of the
There is no doubt that the Santa
tablishment of coffee nouses in Engdipanies are the Toyo KIsen Kalsha,
the bad place at the Kate Wright Santa Fe has put out bonds amount-in- s Fe will call a halt in the vast expenopening of the canal will be the
an
Miss
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
honorary
Agnes Siack,
Kalsha and the land;
to $217,000,000 including the conproperty on the Watrous road' had
version of much, of the freight which the Nippon Yusen
and convenifor
ditures
safety
public
and
the
Kansas
world's
of
body,
secretary;
of
these
All
City, Mo., Oct. 23 Hogs,
been repaired with the exception of vertible bonds now represented in ence unless there is a change in the
now is transported to points on the Osaka Shosen Kaisha.
who is
Miss Amie Strankie-Cameror5,500.
Market 5 to 10 cents
additional
receipts
now
the
concerns
are
building
that
is
shown
several minor details. The iron cul- common stock. It
Pacific slope of the United States,
public policy. It is hinted that the higher. Bulk $7.557.85; heavy $7.65
world's secretary of the young peodestined
are
which,
most
amounts
of
Fe
Santa
the
of
comvessels,
was
stock
sent
eastern
out
the
to
vert
that
capital
by
and thense shipped by rail
road will be unable to maintain cred8; packers and butchers $7.608;
to Euro- ple's branch.
mission has been placed in position to $640,000,000.
states. A considerable economy In for the increased commerce
it if any reduction in transportation lights $7.707.90; pigs $67.50.
M.
famous
the
Miss
Helen
Stone,
the
seems
of
likely,
a3
If,
to
the
students
to
pean
order
points.
now
In
prove
and three teams and men are
freight charges will bo effected by
rates is insisted upon.
the sub- missionary who was captured and
Market
Cattle,
receipts 5,000.
conditions that stockholders
on the job.
railway
Hther dispatching this merchandise government will increase
dally
working
Macein
ransom
held
for
will
to
10
cents
brigands
by
fed
Prime
that
steps
is
strong
higher.
it
their
probable
rich
through
Tourists who have passed over the are not becoming
direct to New York from Japan by sidies,
Women Need Health steers
down ships which will donia, will sit in the convention as
dressed
beef
to
anbe
taken
$8.859.50;
lay
Fe
Santa
the
around
from
San
roads in
Miguel county during railway holdings,
and Strength
pteamers, or sending it
steers $7.258.75; western
steers
womsail to new markets in the western the representatives of Bulgaria. The the past week are enthusiastic over nounces today that the $6,046,261
The work of a
is
headed
Australian
by
delegation
in
southern
steers
her
a
call
constant
$5.50
an
makes
all
over
$6.508.50;
hemisphere.
as
a
expenses
surplus
the Improved condition and a number listed
'
To sum up the situation, Japan ex- - Lady Holder, the president of the stated that
strength and vitality, and sickness 7.50; cows $4.257; heifers $5
are the best in the rentals, bond interest, dividends and comes
they
Mad
world.
and
of
her
In
tie
kidneys
that
through
part
9.25; stockers and feeders $5.758;
pects to benefit greatly in a commer organization
sent state. The road commission, with the other fixed charges, is turned right pr oftcner than she knows. Foley bulls
cial sense, from the opening of the Scotland and South Africa have
re
for
$4.56.50; calves $69.50.
and
the
improveinto
back
commissionPills
will
property
Invigorate
support of the county
Kidney
Market
Panama canal. As years go on she good sized delegations, and faraway
Fe Ftore her, and weak back, nervous-ness- .
Sheep, receipts 11,000.
Santa
the
words
other
In
ments.
and
It
work
a
is
is
ers,
good
doing
and
and irregular blad- strong to 10 cents higher. Lambs
surjoints
expects to occupy an increasingly im- China, Japan, India, Argentine
aching
its
of
the
using
policy
believed that far more is being ac has adopted
der action will fill disappear when
we'h-er- s
portant place in the western markets Uruguay will have their representatheir work than plus or balance for betterments rath- Folev Kidnev Pills are used. O. G. 6.257; yearlings $4.75)5.50;
through
complished
countries.
other
many
the
also,
tives;
and hence a greater position in
ewes
stock$3.504.25.
the
it among
$4.254.85;
Sfhsefer and Red Cross nruir Store
Historic Plymouth church, the pul- could possibly have resulted from the er than distribute
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PERSONALS

Br. F. It. Lord returned last night
from, an extended business visit In the
northwest.
J. Eugene Brown came in yesterday
afternoon from Santa Fe for a short
business visit.
Colonel Pi. 13 TwitchsU returned
last night from a short business visit
in Albuquerque.
C. A. Roy of Santa Fe was a visitor
in Las Vegas today from his home
at the Capital City.
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Baker of Paola,
Kas., came in last night for a few
days' visit In Las Vegas.
W. R. Holly, an attorney at law of
Springer, arrived in the city last night
for a short business visit.
II. F. Hollyman of Rocky Ford, Col.,
arrived in Las Vegas last night for a'
several days' business visit.
Attorney Charles Spiess left thisi
afternoon for Raton where be will be
on business for a short time.
T. W. Brooks of Cimarron came in
last night for a several days' business
and social visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher came in
last night from their home at Mineral
Hill for a short business visit.
Attorney S. B. Davis, Jr., left this
afternoon for Denver, Colo., where he
will be on business for a short time.
Mrs. T. B. Bowen left this after
noon for Albuquerque where she will
visit relatives for the next few days.
A. A. Kroeuig of Optimo was a
business visitor in Las Vegas tcdny.
He is a well known business man of
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If ELL WORTH

ON ALL

EXICO

DR LANDAU'S LECTURE ON THE MEXICANS RETURNING FROM THE
BEET FIELDS SCRUTINIZED
HOLY LAND SURE TO BE
INTERESTING
AT TRINIDAD

The last number on the lecture
course of the Las Vegas hospital for
the benefit of that institution will be
delivered tonight when Dr. Jacob
H. Landau will address Las Vegans
on the interesting subject, "The Holy
Land." The lecture will start at 8
o'clock.
Dr. Landau has made exhaustive
preparations for this lecture, and it
promises to be most interesting. In
addition to the illustrations that will
will be furnished by the use of 100
stereopticon views of the Holy Land
the choir of Temple Montefiore will
sing songs of the Holy Land in the
Hebrew language. This feature of the
program should be as enjoyable as it
is novel.
The lecture itself is most interest-

ing it deals with that country and
location that people of all religions
are vastly interested in. The country
which is described in Bioilcal history
and the beauty of the location in addition to the significance of each
place will be among the things described byDr. Ladau tonight.
All holders of season tickets to this
course should be present at this lecture and a large sale is also expected
Optimo.
J. C. Cassidy of Kentland, Ind., ar- from persons not holding season resrived in Las Vegas last night for a ervations. The lecture will start
several weeks' visit with friends in promptly at 8 o'clock.
Las Vegas.
A. N. McCready, mechanical superDr. W. T. Brown of the Valmosa
of the western lines of the
intendent
came
in this morning
)sanatarium
from Watrous for a short business Santa Fe, was a business visitor here
visit in Las Vegas.
today.
Mrs. Molly Schmidt left this afterMrs. Albert T. Rogers, Jr., and little
son, Waldo, will leave tomorrow for noon where she will, visit for several
Colorado Springs, where they will days and then go to Kentucky to visit her daughter. Mrs. Schmidt exspend several weeks
Simon
Bacharach returned last pects to be absent from Las Vegas
from
a few days' business visit until after the Christmas holidays.
night
to Wagon Mound, where he has been
In foreign countries you come into
examining and buying sheep.
Jackson Asbitrn of El Paso came in competition with the best, goods from
last night for a few days' business every land. An article muBt have mevisit in Las Vegas. He is a well rit of the highest order to win esteem.
known resident of the Border City. In many of these countries Chamber-lnin'- s
Coush Remedy is the most popJ. W. Cooper, for the past few
months clerk at the local Harvey ular medicine in use for coughs and
house, left this afternoon for La Jun- colds because It is the best. For sale
ta, where he will take a similar po- by all dealers. Adv.
sition.
NEW CURRENCY PLAN
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McCormick and
Washington, Oct. 23 A complete
daughter left this evening for their
ranch at Las Conchas, after having substitute plan for a government-controllefederal bank was presentbeen visitors with friends In Las
to
senate banking committee
ed
the
for
time.
a
short
Vegas
Terry McGovern, night merchants' today by Frank A. Vanderlip, presipoliceman, left this afternoon for his dent of the National City Bank of
home in Iowa where he will be on New York. He framed the plan at
the suggestion of senators.
business for several weeks. Mr.
"The government should grant
will visit relatives in Casey,
charter to the federal reserve
Iowa. J. W. Burks will act as night
merchants' policeman during the ab- bank of the United States with capisence of McGovern.
tal stock of $100,000,000," said he.
.T. M. Kurn,
Mr. Vanderlip outlined a plan for
general superintendent
Santa
bank rediscount for all memFe
the
of
western
lines
proposed
the
of
Rai'way company, came in last night ber banks' commercial paper up to
in Lis private business car No. 20 the amount of the member bank's
from Amarillo, Texas, and spent the capital and surplus. The federal
night in Las Vegas. Accompanied by bank would also buy and sell paper
member
Superintendent F. L. Myers, he left bearing endorsement by
banks In the open market in order to
this afternoon for Raton.
Z. R. Stocker, for the
past two maintain a discount rate.
The federal bank would issue curyears chief clerk to Superintendent
F. L. Myers, of the New Mexico divi- rency dollar for dollar against gold,
sion of the Santa Fe Railway com- or against the commercial paper
for the banks, provided a
pany, left this afternoon for Arkansas
City where he will locate. Paul Brln-ftga- 50 per cent gold reserve waa main"unsecura clerk In the local Santa Fe tained against the
offices, will take the position vacated ed" issue based on commercial
by Mr. Stocker.
d

A number of coaches loaded
with
Mexicans from the beet fields of Colo-

rado and other states have been
passing through Las Vegas during the
past two weeks on their way to El
Paso where they will cross the line
I'o their .native land.
This traffic
causes the Sunta Fe Railway company considerable anxiety at Trinidad
according to a statement of a local
employe of the company this morning. The strikers at Trinidad each
day visit afl the trains with the view
of stopping all the laborers whom the
think are being sent to the mines
This week one of the icars of Mexicans passed through Trinidad and
within a few minutes after the train
arrived at that station over 80 strikers had gathered at the depot and
were ready to remove all the foreigners from the train, as their supposition was that the laborers were being
sent to the mines. Only by the clever use of his tongue did the brake-maof the train convince the strikers that the Mexicans were headed
for El Paso, and, as a result, no action was taken by the strikers. Not
one of the Mexicans, however, left the
train, as they realized the condition
of affairs at Trinidad was not conn
ducive to the health of a
mine worker, or one who might be
taken for such. ...
n

non-unio-
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W. R. Williams, one of the oldest
and most prominent pioneers of this
state and a resident of Las Vegas for
the past 36 years, left this afternoon
for his present home at Winton, Cal.,
after having been a visitor here for
the past several weeks. Mr. Williams
has been here superintending the
plowing of the fire guard for the
Santa Fe railway between this city
andi Raton.
This work has been managed by
Mr. Williams for the past 25 years.
Each year he oversees the operation
and has a reputation of being an expert. The fire guard consists of
stretches of plowed earth 45 feet on
each side of the tracks; thus eliminating the possibility of a prairie
blaze.
Mr. Williams Is now a resident of
California for the benefit of his health,

but he comes here often for business
reasons and to renew old acquaintances. He is the owner of the "Williams ranch, west of Las Vegas, where
a number of rock quarries are located.
During his residence here Mr. Williams worked these quarries extensively and a number of buildings in
the city have been constructed from
the stone taken from this ranch. He
is an enthusiastic member of the Las
Vegas lodge of Elks.

.

Arresting Diaz Supporters
Vera Cruz, Mex., Oct. 23. General
Felix Diaz remained here today surrounded by a handful of followers. He
admitted no definite time had been
fixed for his return to the federal
capital, and he will not go there tonight, although most of his partisans,
including Jose Luis Rcjuena, who is
running for the vice presidency on
the same ticket, have left for Mexico
City.
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General Diaz asserts that he has
received no orders to leave Mexico.
The list of those arrested in connec
tion with his return to Mexico was
increased during last night to 17.
France Sends a Cruiser
Paris, Oct. 23. The French minister to Mexico was instructed today
to "protest energetically against the
augmentation of 50 per cent In the
duties on foreign products imposed
by the Mexican government.
The cruiser Conde was ordered to
be ready to start from Brest for Vera
Cruz at 5 o'clock this morning.
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IT NOW HAS DISTINCTION OF OC
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POSITION
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DEVELOP
ANY
STARS
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NOT

NEW

While British and American
are
to spend half a
million dollars to win or retain possession of the America's cup, the old
schooner that captured the trophy,
originally known as the Queen's cup,
floats in the sluggish tide of Fort
Point channel, beside the South Station in Boston. The America i3 owned by former Congressman
Butler
Amt's of Lowell, who Inherited her
from his grandfather, General Benjamin F. Butler.
Every schoolboy knows that after
her famous exploit in English waters,
the America became a confederate
blockade runner uijder the name of
"Memphis" and, was scuttled in the
St. Johns river, Florida, during the
war. The federal government raised
her and subsequently General Butler
purchased the old yacht. She has
been replanked several times, and her
interior fittings, including many of
her frames, have been renewed, but
her model Is practically the same that
James Steers designed 62 years ago.
The America was last in commission in 1901, when she swung for several days Inside the Horse Shoo at
Sandy Hook at the time of sir Thom'
as Lipton's second cup lifting attempt
with Shamrock II on one side and
Columbia on the other. Before leaving for Europe last month Colonel
Ames was asked regarding the future
plans for the America, the suggestion
being made that she be refitted with
a gasoline engine. He stated, however, that while he might place the
boat In commission again in 1914 he
did' not believe that he would give
her any other power except her sails.
Thousands of persons pass the old
schooner every day, but as the greater part of the commuter tide leaves
and enters the doors on the opposite
side of the station, very few prions
notice the trim little yacht, Willi her
housed-ove- r
deck moored in Fort Point
channel, just above the Summer street
bridge. Only the yachtsman recognizes
and salutes the famous and original
winner of the cup which has become
the most desired ami greatest International sports trophy in the world.

New York, Oct. 23. Another baseball season has closed and only the
records remain to proclaim the prowess of player and club in America's
national sport. Considered broadly,
1913 produced play fully up to the
standard of previous years, but no appreciable step forward could be deTo Assault Monterey
tected. The game appeared to hold
C.v
its own in popularity, speed and techu
.000
1
Dallas, Tex., Oct. 23. A dispatch to
Danziger
She Times-Heralfrom .a reliable
2
0
.000
Nolette
nique, but did not surpass the record
source on the Mexican border an
of recent seasons in this respect.
nounced that constitutionalists had
The world's series, witn its attendsurrounded Monterey, and expected to
Lats night at the Elks' club the No- ant ticket scandals, scrambling and
assault that city today. Monterey Is lette howling team lost to the Sprin bickerings, created the usual Int
the most important city in northern ger team by 60 pins in a fast game. but did little or nothinz to advance
Mexico.
The highest score rolled during the professional baseball or flevafo t1Q
evening was 482 bowled by Omund-sen- , plane of the sport. In fact many of
you rack the lungf
Stop coughing!
while the low honors when to D. the cleverest of the club owners and
and worry the bodv. BALLARD'S
HOREHOITND' SYRUP checks Irrita- Stern with 231 pins. A number of league officials are beginning to doubt
tion, heals the lungs and restores substitutes were used. The next game the wisdom of the post season climax
comfortable breathing. Price 25e, BOc will be bowled tonight between the In its present form. The play-of- f
for
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra! Harris and
teams. No of- the world's championship under the
Raynold3
Drug Co Adv.
ficial score was given of last night's present system Is felt to hold a mengame. The final score was 1,855 to ace of more or less gravity to the
future of baseball by some of the
CHINA'S NAVAL SCHOOL
1,795 In favor of the Springers.
best informed men connected with
London, Oct. 23. China has decided
to establish a central naval college
the game.
at Shanghai to supplement the work
The Idea of a sportsmanlika series
of the naval schools already in oper GOOD PRELIMINARIES
of contests to decide the title honors
ation at Tien Tsen, Nanking and Can
of the year is apparently lost in the
ton. It is intended to make Shanghai
FOE
BOUT wild scrambling for the enormous
the most important naval base. Or
gate receipts and the attendant side
ders are expected soon for a number
emoluments that accrue to players
of additional
training f hips. The PROMOTERS MONTOYA AND COR- and club owners. Those stockholders
British admiralty has lent to the ChiDOVA WILL BRING FIGHTER
whose teams do not share in the disnese government Captains Harold
FROM RATON
tribution of the prize money view
Christian of the British navy and not
with chagrin the division of many
Rear Admiral Arthur Henry Christian
Promoters Montoya and Cardova of thousands of dollars among the more
as stated in dispatches from Peking the boxing contest that is to be stag fortunate. Fans who are unable to
to superintend the reorganization of ed in thi3
city on November 4, this secure seats for the games rail at the
the training system of the Chinese morning announced that
they have coupon distributing policies of the
navy. Captain Christian' will leave secured Young Duran of Raton to competing clubs and all in all there
With the prospects none too favor- soon, accompanied by a staff of naval meet
Battling Rublo of this city in Is more dissatisfaction at the close
for a successful quest for the
instructors.
jable
an eight-rounDuran of the season than elation.
Davis
cup in 1914, English lawn ten-- !
All
this has been brought home
it is said. Is a classy fighter and has
s.re lamenting the lack
authorities
nis
NAME NOT MENTIONED
theratened to knockout Rubio within vividly to the national commission
rate racquet wlelders.
of
first
young
23
Oct.
the
When
Kiev, Russia,
five rounds, should he ever have a and the magnates of both the National
is pointed out that the standard of
trial of Mendel Beiliss for the- - alleged chance to meet the local lad.
and American leagues and there is a It
court play remains stationary
murder of the Christian boy Yushln- - Duran will arrive in Las Vegas to- movement on foot to discover a sub- English
of other tennis playing na- while
that
sky in Marcbfc 1911, reopened this morrow and will begin
training at stitute season climax that will leave tions continues to improve. High
morning the prisoner's counsel called once. Battling Togo, who will meet less jealousy and heartburning than
between 20 and 25
the attention of the presiding judge Mike Baca of Santa Fe in the main at present. What is particularly de- ranking players
of age are almost unknown In
years
to the fact that although the court
bout, is training each evening in the sired is a form of interleague series England. The various national and
sat yesterday from early in the morn
building east of the Lobby cafe. The, that will permit all clubs and players sectional title holders are players well
ing until midnight, the
prisoners training starts at 7:30 o'clock and to participate in the financial bene- - advanced In years and cannot be ex-- j
name was not once mentioned. Coun continues until 9 o'clock.
fits and the fans of many cities to
pected to increase in ability or physl-- I
sel asked the judge to put this on
Tickets for the bout have been pur- enjoy the spectacle without being cal power. , Hope Crisp, the former
to stand In the line 24 hours
record and he consented to do so.
Cambridge university tennis team
chased, and the sale will start at obliged
once.1 The prices for this bout will or pay ticket speculators fabulous captain, appears to be the most prom
prices for a J2 seat coupon.
THE DEFENSE BEGINS
be 50 cents, 75 cents and $1.
ising of the younger players, although
A resume of the season's play finds he is near 30 than 20.
23
Oct.
Plymouth, Mass.,
Today
marked the opening of the defense
clubs, winner of the
When your food does not digest the following
in the trial of Mrs. Jennie May Ea well and you feel "blue," tired and world's series and the various major
ton for the murder of her husbahd, discouraged, you should use a little and minor league pennants:
Subscribe for The Optic.
HEREIXE at bedtime. It opens the ; World's
champions, Philadelphia
Rear Admiral Joseph G. Eaton.
bowels, purifies the system and restores a fine feeling of health and en Athletics; National league, New York;
Sold , by Central American league, Philadelphia; Interergy. Price 50c.
national league, Newark; American
Drug Co. Adv.
Federal
Association,
Milwaukee;
n
Ohio
State
league, Indianapolis;
league, Charleston; Nebraska State
STOHH DOES AWFUL
ii
Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
league, Kearney;
'
n
league, Oshkosh; Western
HAVOC IN SOUTH league, Walla Walla, first eeason,
B
Boise, second season;
league, Quincy; Michigan Slate
LIVES ARE SNIFFED OUT IN HUR league,, Manistee; Union Association, !
-RICANE THAT SWEEPS
Great Falls; Appalachian league, Johnffray
LOUISIANA!
V
son City, first season Knoxville second season; Virginia State league,
SUPPER ti
New "Orleans, Oct. 23. A terrific Petersburgh; Texas league, Houston;
storm that is reported to have killed New England league, Lowell; New
at least nine persons, injured five York State league, Blnghampton;
)
times as many and damaged much South Michigan league, Battle Creek;
property, swept over a narrow strip Twin State league, Northampton;
II
of southern Louisiana early today. Kentucky - Indiana - Tennesse league,
Wires are down southwest of this Paducah; Southern league, Atlanta;
city and news of the storm's damage Eastern Association, Hartford; Cendid not reach here until after noon.
J'
tral league, Grand Rapids; New York-Ne44
All wires to southwest Louisiana
Jersey league Long Branch ; North
are down. Nothing of what had hap- Carolina league, Winston;
507 SIXTH ST
pened in a large section of the state league, Wilmington; Empire State
was available. From Thibodeaux league, Valdosta first season, Thom-asvill- e
1 came a report that four persons had
second season;
been killed there, a white woman,
league, Denison; Canadian league.
Mrs. Born, and her baby and two ne- Ottawa; Central Association, Ottum- .
r
I
groes. Eleven persons were said to wa; South Atlantic league, Savannah ' I
g ,
f UL i
U
i ,
have been hurt there and property first season, Savannah second season;
j
'
:
was
damage
heavy. Five persons Northern league, Winona.-'Georgiat?l
'
were reported to have been killed at Alabama league, Gadsden Inter "t
UStil
i
Cotton Sfato' league,
Luling, La., a few miles directly west league, Erie;
i
of New Orleans.
Jackson.
nam
Standing of the Teams
Won Lost Pet.
O
2
J. Danziger
1.000
H.s Raynolds
0
1.000
,1
2
W. Springer
0
1.000
O. W. G, Ward
1
1
.500
0
1
J. "Harris
.000
1
C. H. Baily
0
.000
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Speck! to Mothers

seml-windu-

FANCY WORK

Tri-Stat- e

QA

Indiana-Illinols-Iow-

F FT

- AMD

have received a complete assortment of Boy's Suits in brown,

and
blue serge, with two pairs Knicker Pants to match coat, all sizes. To make this
doubly attractive, the price for a short time, Goat and two pairs pants
We

1

to the individual or concen with uninvested funds 2 per cent interest on the average of
daily balances in your checking: account. Your funds are not "tied up. " Always snject to
check, yet a source of income to you. Consider this. The facilities oi our commercial de...
partment are second to none
.;- .:.
.;.
-

(Continued From Page One.)

AN ITEM

;

Excoadihgiy

Lqvj

PSao

Many others wiuYone pair Pants, including the serviceable Corduroy Suits
at $4.50 up. Why delay? Buy when we have the size. We will be pleased to
show you, whether you buy or not.

Satisfaction

Tri-Stat- e

;l

Texas-Oklahom-

ptrp
L.iL.U

Guaranteed

I;'

n-r,-

rr!'T
Jl l.iii

,

tr
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Story of the Troublss cf Tvvc
Girl Farmers, Thair Pigs
and Lovers,

HUES
DONA ANA COUNTY HIGHWAYS
TO BE PROTECTED FROM
DESTROYING TRAFFIC

Las Cruces, N. II., Oct 23. The
Dona Ana county road board has decided to hereafter employ no wagons
on. the gravel haul work of the county
that do not have tires 2Vi Inches or
more In width. This action was taken
because of the fact that narrow tired
wagons pulling very heavy loads are
injuring the roads that are being
built.
The board also decided to visit the
upper part of the county and investigate road conditions and needs. It
ordered obstructions removed by certain citizens along the line of the old
Fort, Thorne road, in the northern
part ct the county. It ordered work
started on the gravel and surfacing
of the Camino Real at lierino during
the week. The. board directed Its
secretary and treasurer to proceed
with its investigation as to the best
type of road signs to install on the
county road in accordance with the
decision heretofore arrived at to' signpost the road3 as soon as possible. It
made arrangements for the completion
of repairs on the Rlncon bridge. It
agreement
entered Into a
with Oscar C. Snow; to gravel the sur-lac-e
of the road south of Mesilla to
Mr. Snow's ranch, the county and the
Tfisidrmts of that vicinity to share
equally la the cost

By MARION GORDON
"Oh, Gertrude, I am sick of hogs!"
wailed Alicia a she followed her cou
la toward the big cement pea where
the pedigreed Chester were rooting

aroaad la uncomfortable cleanliness.
"You cant raise prise farm stock
without coming la cotttact wtlh many
apleaant things, retorted Gertrude
Lea, palling her aat down over ho
tightly braided and colled hair,
t wish we hadat added hogs to th
tana, aeyway, wat oft Alicia dlcon
"the cow are perfect peti
tntdly;
a- raising la too fascinating
poultry
j

'

i)t

hog, usal

G?rtrud4 turned a dark, weather
boaten face toward her pretty partner
"You can fuss all you want to, Alicia,
but you rill find that the Cheaters will
"Taint no use, Mltis Lee, twont
carry off the first prize at the county
fair iud If everything does as well, punish him Done; he's been arrested
why we may take that trip to Califor- twico in the last month for

over-spee- d

nia next winter."
"It Uncle Crcgory hadat been so
suspicions ho would have left us the
money outright Instead cf stipulating
that we must show ourselves capable
of celt support tor two years.
"It was a rroat idea our starting
this stock tana I I Just wish uncle
Vrere alive now to seo how well we
tare manajed, triumphed Gertrude.
Fenway,
"And that saeeriAS

Js

tool"

"Gertrude you ought to give Sam
HaHiday some credit; 11 he hadat
been each a eplendld neighbor we
couldn't hava accomplished a thing!

lira. Wells said the other day that
this

w3 practically

suocosa

not ours!"

Sam HaUlday's
Alicia was talk--

very fitst
Was Lea flushed indignantly but
said nothing. She pumped a pall of
water and carried it to the pis pen,
swaying gracefully at hip and shoulder
CLEANSES YOUR HAIR,
a she walked. Her short skirts be
trayed high brown boots laoed snugBEAUTIFUL ly over her slender ankles and she
MAKES
skipped with agility through the gate
and out of the way of the lumbering
porkers. From her ample pocket Bhe
IT BECOMES THICK, WAVY,
produced a small box of soap powder.
AND ALL DANDRUFF
She sprinkled the powder on the
DISAPPEARS
largest hog. dipped a stiff broom in
Surely
try a "Danderine Hair the water Dall and oroceeded to
Cleanse" if you wish to immediately scrub the bristles of the prise hog un
rfouble the beauty of your hair. Just til he was a fluff of snowy suds from
moisten a cloth, with Danderine and snout to twisted tall.
"He looks like a meringue," giggled
draw it carefully through your hair, Alicia
balancing herself on the wide
taking one small strand at a time; coping of the cement wall.
this will cleanse the hair of dust,
A that moment a stingiag dab of
tiii t, or any excessive oil la a few soap entered the eye of the prize hog.
minutes you will be amazed. Yourj With one anguished squeal he broke
loose and banged against the un
.hair will be wavy, fluffy and abua
latched gate of the pen. The gate
riant and possess an incomparable Bwnne outward and away went the
softness, luster and luxuriance.
frightened animal across the barnyard,
Besides beautifying the hair, one down the hollyhock-borderepath, out
the
application of Danderine dissolves of the gate and straight toward
farm
White
tho
ran
road
that
past
!very particle of dandruff: invigor
Gertrude flung aside her broom and
ates the scalp, stopping Itching and followed him.
Alicia slipped from the
wall and ran after Gertrude. Just as
.falling hair.
:Danderine is to the hair what fresh the two girls reached the gate a long
Showers of rain and sunshine are to gray motor car swept swiftly dowa
there was Just time to note
vegetation. It goes right to the roots. the hill;
the chauffer's eyes were dreamily
that
Its
them.
Invigorates and strengthens
fixed on the peak of Old Man mounexhilarating, stimulating and life-prtain when the tragedy happened,
There was a startled hoot from the
ducing properties cause the hair to
siren of the car that mingled with
grow long; strong and beautiful.
TTou caa surely have pretty, soft, the dying squeal of the prize porker
car Jerked heavily and came to
lustrous hair, and lots of it, if you aThestandstill
Just as Gertrude, white-lippe- d
bottle of Knowl
will just get a
and with two burning spots In
ton's Danderine from any drug store her cheeks, flew across the intervenor toilet counter and try it as direct. ing space to the side of the car.
"And then he woke apt" she cried
d. Adv.
with bitter sarcasm as she faced the
bewildered young man at the steering
Stomach Trouble and Constipation
wheel.
Cured
"By Jove, what have I done now?"
"I was sick for three years with he groaned as he got out and peered
stomach trouble and constipation, doc- under the car. "Oh, a hog!" he cried
tored continually with different physi- with relief.
"Only a hog," sneered Gertrude, un
cians, with only temporary relief,"
pleasantly. "Only the sole means of
says Mrs. Hester Walte, of Antwerp, livelihood of two women who are try
Ohio. "A friend advised me to try ing to be
Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
Tm sorry I dont know what to
and continued to use them for one sayl" stammered Jack Fenway con
at the moun
:year, and they completely cured me, tritely. "I was looking
I had a
and
thought
tain
yonder
peak
but
trouble
stomach
not only of the
no ex
that's
but
ahead
road
clear
also of the constipation." For sale cuse."
by all dealers. Adv.
No. it Isn't You see this is an un
usual hog we were raising it for the
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED county fair; we have toiled all sum
cannot
tjy local applications, as they of the mer over these hogs and now! Gerthe diseased portions
trude's voice quavered alarmingly.
ear. There is only one way to cure
Jack's fumbling hand found his
iieafneBS. and that is by constitutional cheque book. "I must Insist upon payremedies. Deafness is caused by an ing for lie hog," "u said practically.
nfiamert condition of the mucous Un "If you will tell me, its value and add
Tube. When
of the Eustachian
to it the amount of the prize you exthis tube is inflamed you have a
to take, I shall be happy to repected
and
sound or imperfect hearing,
the money."
fund
you
when it is entirely closed, deafness
"Of course we might not have taken
Ss the result, and unless the inflambut it was for the pair of
mation can be taken out and this tube a prize
that we were striving. We
Chesters
condition,
normal
its
restored to
forever; would rather have the hog and get the
hearing will be destroyed
by prize the honor belongs to the White
nine case3 out of ten are caused inbut an
farm," explained Gertrude coldly.
catarrh, which i3 nothingmucous
surJack thought rapidly. He was willflamed condition of the
ing to do anything to placate this
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars angry young woman. His face bright(caused by ened.
for any caae of deafness
be cured by
"I have a friend over at Redcote
catarrh) hat cannot Send
for circul-s- )
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
who baa a fancy farm. I'm sure he
pa, free.
win let me have a prize hog," he said
P J CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio. eagerly. 'Ill go over there now."
Sold by Druggists, 75c,
Gertrude frowned. "That wouldn't
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- bo the
product of the White farm,"
Adv.
pation.
she said in a shocked tone.
"In a way it would you might say
insisted Jack.
It was a
"
"Come, Miss er madam, let us have
ASS3
FWltilTURS
understanding in the matter
GOODS some
Tm sorry about the hog but I want to
o what is right"
BOUGHT MHO MOLD
"A Tiraiseworthy sentiment," sneered
&
her eve on a swiftly advanc- 'nrf
12 tO Hullo I Arm.
form.- "The
conatabl
rrmFCinlinf;
!?

laj

II
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rum-tilin-

will diseuss Uat with yau" tiie added
triumphantly,
"The eonetahh akf Jack slipped
his etleque book into bis pocket and
faeed the massive form of the village
He was tn hla shirtsleeves
officer,
and oa the lapel of big vest was pinned
hie badge of ofdee.
He eyed Jack Fenway wlta a dubious aria," "Wall, Mr, Fenway, aecms
like you kin git Inter more trouble
with that there car of yours thaa any
other autymebilist I ever sawl
"Oh, hello, Benson, It's you. Is Itr
greeted Jack amiably,
"Yep, tta me. It waa seven chicken and a cow last week what is it
now, t ildut uaderstir.1! what Miss
Alicia said when she telephoned T" He
peered under the car while Jack
turned aa inquiring eye toward the
house la search of the second
woman. But Alicia was In
the safe seclusion of the arbor near
tho irate.
"A hawg I By cum, Mlsa Lee, It's
one of your prise critters I" he exclaimed, sympathetically.
"It Is. Jir. Benson, aad I think thiB
should be arrested," said Gertrude severely.

g

--

ucvsajoio
nsnzno nuauua
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besides all them chickens
and a cow last week. IH take him over
to the justice, if you want to enter a
complaint, though."
Tva offered to replace the hog,"
said Jack.
"Better let him do it, Miss Lee,"
urged Benson. Til stand guarantee
tor him doing so."
"Very well, Mr. Benson and I wish
roa would call one of my men and get
ta that h h hog away; I never
want to see It again!" And Gertrude
whirled about and disappeared througn
the gate.
Benson
stared after her
"Well, by gum, I never expected to see her crying over a dead
hawg." he muttered.
The next morning the woman farmers were busy about the pig pen where
the solitary prize pig waa submitted
to a bath. The ceremony was punctuated by his approving grunts and so
absorbed were the fair farmers that
they did not see Jack Fenway's gray
car enter the yard nor were they
aware of his presence until the siren
uttered a warning wail.
At sight of the car and its occupants Alicia Lee screamed loudly and
fainted in the arms of her exasperated
Gertrude Btaggered out of
cousin.
the pig pen with her burden thankful
to have Sam HaUiday Jump from the
oar and relieve her of her charge.
"Just put her On the grass anywhere," said Gertrude tartly; "I can't
see why Bhe should be so surprised to
see Jack Fenway in that costume
I've been expecting it all my life." Is
spite of her bravado Gertrude did look
a little startled at the unusual sight.
chauffeur sat at the
A wooden-facewheel of the handsome car and in the
tonneau was Constable Benson his
face alarmingly red with the importance of his mission.
was
Jack Fenway
Beside him
garbed in a hideous suit of white and
black striped flannels and the stripes
ran around and around in the most
manner; and Jack Fenway's head was shaved and he looked
convict
verv much like a
as he faced the obdurate cousin of the
girl he loved. '
"See what you have done, uer- trude," his reproachful glance seemed
to say.
What's all this. Sam?' asked Ger
trude, clinging to the lapel of Mr. Halliday's coat.
He
Constable Benson spoke up.
couldn't find no hawg, miss, so we're
Jailing him. I'm afraid he's a hard
character, he Is!"
'Shut un." muttered Jack politely.
He leaned over and beckoned Gertrude
to him. "Say, Gertie, it's a Joke you
don't think Alicia is dead, do you?"
"No Jack, why can't you let us
alone until we live out the term of
uncle's will?" demanded Gertrude.
"I'm engaged to Alicia and no White
farms and prize hogs win separate me
from the girl I love," declared Jack
sternly. "Gertrude, I've worn out
three pairs of tires running back ana
forth Dast this place and I've been ar
rested for speeding and fined for killing innocent critters only one thing
renins: if vou and Alicia wont allow
me to visit the White farm, why Ben
son here can take me to Jain
Gertrude wavered. Unconsciously
her hand was still gripping the lapel
of Mr. Halliday'e coat ana nis Dig
brown hand had closed over her
smaller one. Also she was leaning
against him ever bo slightly.
Jack's eyes flashed. "If you're not
engaged to Halllday, Gertie, you ought
to be," he snapped suddenly.
She is!" retorted Halliday quickly
and his arm closed around her before
she could withdraw.
'Then vou ought not to come be
tween Alicia and me," said Jack grimly, and he Jumped down and went to
ward Alicia who was standing staring
,t him with dazed, troubled eyes.
"Jack," she cried, suddenly, "if you
go to Jail I Bhall go with' you, so
there!"
this general
And it wa3 during
reconciliation that the remaining prize
hog ran away and was never recovered but when October came the wom
en fanners were so busy over wedding
finery that they forgot all about the
county fair.
Lns
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RAISING MILLIONS OF TREES
Undei

8tate

The nursery, literally grown under glass, which is maintained by the
state of New York in connection with
its extensive work in the Adirondack
mountains. Is typical of similar for
estry work. Here millions of trees
are raised from Beeds In long, narrow
beds like ordinary garden vegetables.
Some Interesting experiments have
been carried out at this station in Importing trees when very small, and
after careful cultivation setting them
out among the mountains. The trees
grown in the government forestry sta
tion in Germany are considered the
finest in the world.
They are brought over when still
very small sprouts, millions of them
at a time, tied up in great bales. A
few years later thousands of acres of
rolling mountains will be clothed by
these trees.
The seeds from which these forests
are propagated are gathered with great
care from only the youngest and
strongest trees. At the proper time in
in the early spring they are planted in
glass frames in soil about 18 inches In
depth.
Within ten days after planting the
first sprouts begin to appear. The
diminutive trees are usually tran3
planted the first spring after planting,
and in two years are ready to set out
in their permanent position.
Great care is taken in spacing the
trees according to slope on which thej
may stand. For several years the
ground around them is looked to, the
dead trees are removed and In due
time a strong, young forest clothes the
barren hills. Christian Herald.
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Have Them Growing
Glass, Looking to the Necessities of the Future.
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

n

CLASSIFIED

TOR

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLED

COLUM
RATES

LOBBY

w-- M.,

Five

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A.

&

FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD

NO.

M.

102 .Meets every Monday night at
Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corach month. Visiting
welcome.
J. C. Wertz, Presi' brothers cordially in- - dially
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C H.
Mad. Wm. P. Kills, Baily, Treasurer.
H. 8 .an Pettra,
Secretary.

LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY,

JftKN'GHTS

NO, 2,

TEMPLAR-Reg--

LCCAL TIME CARD

.:'ar

conclave .mk d Tues-i- ;
day in each month at Masonic Temple at 7:29 p. m. o. H.
Klakel. E. c.; Cha. Tarn me.
No.

Eas: Bcund

Arrive
9:10 p. m
No.
.11:05 p. in...,
No
I. .. 2:05 a. m...
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- No. 10.
.) 1:45 p. m
3E235wtfii
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- West Bound
vocation first Monday in
tArrive
Lfg'J
eacn month at Masonic No.
.. 1:20 p. m....
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. No.
.. 6:10 a. m...
.. 4:20 p. m;..,
Hubbard, H. P.: P. O. No.
Blood, Secretary.
.
No.
6:35 p. m.
2.
4.

Depart

..

9:1K

-

'

p. m

nt

11:05 p.
.2:10 a.
2:10 p.

.

na

n

' Depan
1:45 p. 1A
6:15 a. m
4:30 p. ta,
7:00 p. n

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening ai
ATTOKXEYjo
their hall on Sixth Btreet. All victim
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to atte;i
P. D. Pries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. Q.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkei
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood, Secretary, Karl Wertz
Las
New Meilee
Vegas.
V.
C.
Treasurer;
Hedgcock. Cemtnen
I.
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Warned
DRESSMAKING
614

and
Twelfth street.

WANTED
FAUST BROUGHT UP TO DATE

Girl

work. Induire

plain sewing.

1.

Trustee.

for general
Fourth street.

house-

1012

B.

P. O.

ELKS

Meets

second

and

fourth Tuesday evening of each
Enterprising Theatrical Manager Inmonth Elks' home on Ninth street and
WANTED
o.r
Three
room
Cusfour
fur
Machine
for
troduced Sewing
nished house, modern. Call Elks Douglas avenue. VlsIUng brothers
tomary Spinning Wheel.
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
club.
Paris musical circles are greatly
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
amused at the following story which WANTED First class
refer- Secretary.
cook;
is published by the Intransigeant:
ences
725
Sixth
required.
Apply
Some weeks ago a brilliant performKNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURstreet.
ance of "Faust" was given in MontITY COUNCIL NO. .2390. Meets in
of
theater
The
the
interior
real.
pre
sented an aspect of luxury and ele WANTED Experienced cook. Good W. O. "W. hall, Sixth street, on the
"
first and third Mondays of each
gance, and nothing was wanting to
wages. 1053 Eighth street.
make the interpretation worthy of the
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
opera.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- .
Between the first and second acts
President; A. D. Tillman, Finanthe stage manager made a little speech
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
to the audience. "Ladies and gentle
SALE Fourteen head of horses. 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
men," he said, "by a happy innova FOR
Montague,
See William Shillinglaw.
tion our distinguished manager has
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
decided to replace the spinning wheel
East Las Vegas, N. M.
of Marguerite, a noisy and obsolete in
Riant
strument, by a sewing machine ol
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an,
Messrs.
, the running of which is
fourth
so smooth that you will not lose s FOR RENT Six room house. 1009
Thursday evening eac
month at W. 0. W. hall. Visitln.
single note of the delightful song ol
Sixth street. H. G. Coors.
the King of Thule."
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Marguerite gravely took her seat be FOR
A. Linn' Secretary
RENT
First
class
room,
strictly Davis, Dictator; P.
fore the sewing n;?ehine, on which
i. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 54
modern. Apply T., Optic.
the name of the maker was shown lc
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuef-daluminous characters, and, when she
had finished the lines, murmured en FOR RENT Cheap, nicely furnished
of the month in the vestry room
raptured: "This sewing machine is in
close in; no healthseekers. of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock f
house,
comparable. Moreover, it costs only
m. Visiting brothers are cordially lii
Phone Main 407.
J60."
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charl
FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable Greenclay, Secretary.
World's Largest Concrete Arches.
With the general use of concrete ii
neighborhood, newly painted, paconstruction work, engineers hav
pered, electric lights. Low rate. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
been steadily increasing the length oi
Phone Purple 5301.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
the huge arch In which this materia
Love at Woodmen of ths World hal!
is the principal supporting power, says
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house- oa the second and fourth Mondays o'
Engineering News.
921 Lincoln.
keeping.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
t
For two years the
Rlsorgi
mento arch across the Tiber at Rom
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Montague, Local Deputy.
has been the longest reinforced-coVisiting
crete span in the world, taking the
employed,
comfortable, furnished members are especially welcooe nr
Grafton arch at
title from the
room; no health seekers. Phone cordially Invited.
Auckland, New. Zealand, completed
PUrple 5301.
about a year earlier. Now comes
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNSwitzerland with the latest "largest
t
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
span at
masonry arch" la the
f urth
rail
Langwicz, on the meter-gaugThursday In O. R. C. hall.
way between Chur and Arosa.
Pioneer
building.
Visiting members
Read the records of the "largest SPANISH lessons by an easy and are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
ave1215
method.
Mora
practical
arch in the world". for the past few
nue. East Las Vegas, N. M. Prof. G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
years: Walnut lane, Philadelphia, 23!
25$
Switzerland,
D. Trambley.
1907;
Sitter,
feet,
feet; Rocky river, Cleveland, O., 28(
feet, 1918; Monroe street Spokane
DENTISTS
Wash., 281 feet, 1911; Grafton, Auck
2,000 lb., or More, Each Del very
320
New
feet,
1910,
Zealand,
land,
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
DK.
F.
B.
HUXMANN
RIsorgimenta, Rome, 328 feet 1911,
200 Ibt., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dalivery
Dentist
Langwicz, Switzerland, 330 feet, 1913
50 lbs., to 200
Each Delivery
Dental work of any description at
An orderly progress, disturbed only b
Less than 50 Iba., Each Dalivery
moderate prices
the remote possibility of the consum
span across Room 1,, Center Block, Tel Main 13
mation of the
Spuyten Duyvil creek in New York.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

ror

YUU!

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR

Fvr Sale

It

'

giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

For

FLOUR realk

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

i

SILVER

328-foo-

n

320-fo-

FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

.V

Ky

330-foo-

e

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

tamed in this city Lom

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

!.,

20c per 100 lb.
25c per 100 lbs.
..30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 Iba,
50c per 100 Ik

'

703-fo-

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Wonderful Chinese Financiers.
Professional Health Culture for Ladies
At a time when legislators in this
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
foi
have
been
wrestling
country
General
Massage, Hair and Scalp
of
re
currency
weeks over questions
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manivision, it is startling to learn thai
cure, Chiropody.
China has developed a system of cur
Hotel Romalne
rency centuries ago, before this coun
try was discovered by Columbus Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
when many of our ancestors were
living in 'darkest feudalism, before the
dawn of what we call modern civiliza
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
tion.
AKO
This fact was brought to notice
short time ago by the presentation tt
SIGN PAINTING
the British museum of a Chinese
bank note, issued in the Ming dy
N. O.
nasty, along about 1368 A. D.
429 GRAND AVE.
The Chinese, apparently then as
now, were ever adepts as financiers
The Chinese are the bankers of the
east. They handle all the money, dc
all the banking, are the financial die n
T3he
tators of the Orient.

aa
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. taa Purity
Famoua.
Vesaa
lasting Qualltle ot Which Have Made Las
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

kihMrt

ANT Ads
Are Best

&

Proclaimed Officially Dead.
At what age must a gentleman be
(Copyright, 1313, by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
The au
proclaimed "officially dead?"
of a German town have Just
thoritles
His Nature.
in their absence, all those
"What caused you to walk out of "executed,"
loft- tho fatherland for the United
prison in that offhand way?"
States In 1854. One of these pilgfinu
"Well," replied the recaptured con- first saw the light In 177$, so what
vict "I suppose It was the same ever happened to him according to th
thing that made me leave home In flesh he has had an official existence
the first plaoe. It's t case of
1Z7 years.

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

C.C. CLAYTON, p,op
617 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

iiii"

:iltf if t

'

'

'
;

Market Finders

HER'MAN

MERCHANTS CAFE

t

1

Classilte ad, dearca out tbe people to vbom among ali
those who MIGHT BY ths particular thine is worth neat

to sell is WORTH MOST ie toaaaaa
That property yon
thla
to
Mwspaper and woald a ever trar g
who reads the ada.
war
It
advertised hara.
i
your property unless
Othera- - who read and ana er ads. la this aewtaear waat (aaa
are anxious w pay mU for) books, automobiles, wed Hkaehlary
a ulneo ( aay sort, and maiieal ii- and furniture, articlei of

trumeata.

,

all possible tmy&a, of au
Aa the classified ada. ara read
ibia sorta ef thimis, thay have eoma t be fladara of U& beat
,
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famous decree of kilan
F.eiict

Which

Guaranteed Freedom
Worship Should Be Known to

Of

All Americans.

SCIENCE

OWES

THE1H

MUCH

Remarkable Discoveries Made by
pedition Sent Out by Smithsonian Institution.

Ex.

NEW YORK'S BRITISH SECTION

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1913.

H
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ANOTHER DARK SECRET

There Is a Quiet Corner of Manhattan
Where the Cockney Dialect
Reigns Supreme.

All Americans should know about
During the past two
the
New York. The British, like th
the Milan decree. It Is the one his- knowledge of the world hasyears
been enTencn and tne Germans, love theii
toric precedent of the principle that riched through discoveries made
by own quarter or the citv.
wm,
has made America great. Proclaimed Mout twenty scientific
expeditions of Fourteenth street, is almost th
100 years ago, it remains the most conducted under the direction
of the only part of New York where you
remarkable of human documents, since Smithsonian Institution in
hear the Cockney dialect A few maj
many
mil
it eave freedom of wnrsihin niinrehes oi me. wona. An expedition toparts
Hons of New Yorkers do not hustkW
the
of all faiths would do well to take note Altar mountains of Siberia
resulted In mac any sucti quarter exists, but il
of its anniversary. In Roma on Sun- tne collection of more
than six hun- must nave been familiar to many a
of
day, by order of the pope, the name
dred mammals, of which eleven forms prosperous British
resident in tht
Constantine will be mentioned in all are new to science. Of
miJ fad
unusual Inter- days when he was a homesick new
sermons preached from Roman Cath- est was the search for data
comer
in
to
Siberia
find
the "mutual mm
glad
olic pulpits.
concerning the race suposed to have fort of the mother
The exact month of the decree is not peopled America. Here Dr. Ales fellow Britons In thetongue" among his
characteristic re
known, but a cloud of witnesses fixes Hrdlicka, though able to make
only a sorts of the region.
It in the year 31S. It was probably rapid survey of the several localities
For a generation or more a Rnhwn
some weeks earlier than March 30. but wnere the remains of this
of the quarter, not many years ago
race
dwell,
Classithe year is absolutely certain.
gathered extensive information and owned and conducted by a man with a
cal scholars treat this decree and its collections, from which he
cterlntic lowland Scotch name
draws the
a
Customer
In
doubt.
some
Why in the world do
history with
conclusion that there exist In anvprai and a taste for the ruder sports that
deof
the
existence
the Tery
soup
In Siberia, Mongolia, and Tibet Britons love, has been the rrmort ot you have such
places
plates in this place?
cree is denied. The truth is, these numerous remains of an ancient nnnn.
Waiter 'Sh! That is a trick oi
very learned men do not read Chris- lation which was physically Identical
the boss. In dark dates thA oni
tian documents with a tithe of the care with and in all
probability gave rise
don't look so thin.
bestowed on Livy or Cicero.
to the American Indian. The hunt
The persecution of the church under lng trip to East Africa
yielded thou.
Diocletian was frightful. Lactantius sands of
A CRUEL
and out of the
specimens,
INQUIRY
for
speaks from personal knowledge
came forty new sneclen.
collection
awful
he was an eye witness of many
f
and twelve new genera vera riparrth.
- i - v.
rHe was the tutor of ed.
scenes.
Observatory investigations during
Constantine's r son and he knew the past
V-- ,
year proved conclusively the
of ConLicinius. The narrative
of
the
solar
supposed
variability
rays,
of
Maxentius
defeat
stantine's
at the Milvian bridge, near the M3LLST0KE
A TREE
AROUND
most, northerly eate of Rome, in Octo
for
all
available
is
readily
ber, 312,
who would Btudy It. The great arch Seed Sown In the Center In Course ot
Time Lifted Up a Comwhich the emperor ordered to be built
fortable Seat.
in the city still stands. After attend
I
t s
ing to important business he went to
"Sometimes nature turns to an unexMilan, where he gave his sister in
use
the
handiwork
of man,"
pected
marriage to Licinius, his
The two then issued the mem- - ays Dr. Charles G. Percival in his
'
' 4, J
oraoie decree, we may deplore tne un- new book, "The Trail of the Bulldog."
s
At
btieidon
near
South
Mill,
Devoro,
holy union between church and state
which Constantine brought about, but N. Y., there is a very comfortable seat
the decree 0313 is above all praise. It ot stone around a huge tree which puzmade a turning point in the history of zles visitors, as the stone is natural
lliver f J
Like a Bit of Old England.
the world s affairs through the influ Aitiiout a Blngle break to show how
it got around the tree trunk.
ence of Christianity.
The story is that a discarded mill- Englishmen, Scotchmen,
Welshmen,
stone lay on the ground for manv mreiy ot lrisnmen, and never, except
Cholly I'm suah that I don't kn- oMANY USES FOR SUNFLOWER
years, and a seed blown bv the winri by accident, of anyone speaking a for- wnat I shall do when I get out of col
dropped into the core of the stone and eign tongue. Here unmistakable Brit- lege. Mothah wants we to be a min
Its Pithy Stalks Line Sides of Battle grew
ttiere, finally growing into a ons of many types gathered to eat ithtah, but I have a leaning toward
ships and Russians Make
tree, filling the hole in the center of mncneon of cold roast beef off the litrachah.
Oil From Seed.
the stone, and as the tree crew in joint; drink the imnorted Rnelish mnu
EvelynDid you ever think of be
size the stone was gradually lifted liquors, talk horse and scan the ticker coming
an actress?
The sunflower, it seems, is used for from the earth,
news
for
of
races
the
while yet racing
making the unique
numberless purposes by different na seat. Rural Farmer.
as
a tolerated form of com
nourished
tions. In this country it is considMETHOD IN HER MADNESS
mercialized snort in New York
ered valuable in the construction oi
The talk is of sport rather than noli
Northern
Make Noise.,
Lights
hattleshins the (stalks hniner tiithv and
German scientists are sreatlv inter tics, of Great Britain rather than
O"
when compressed in blocks the pith ested In a discussion
Jts.
new America. The place has long been a
or
son
absorbs a tremendous quantity of wa- phenomena revealed byregarding
to
second
home
the
homeless
bo
the aurora
ter. These blocks are made to line realis,
according to recent Norwegian newcomer, though it begins to show
the battleships' sides and placed be- and German observers. Peonle
livim signs of coming chance. The British
tween two walls of steel.-Whein the northern part of Norway main quarter would be an admirable place
it comes to the manufacture tained that they often hear sounds ac ror an English speakinc man to live if
of cigars there is cot a part of the eompanying the northern lights. These no wished to disappear fiom the ken
plant without commercial value.
sounds are described by some as simi or tne great world uptown.
All over the less active streets ot
Then in Russia the seed is raised lar to the crackling of flames. Ac.
by the millions of pounds each yeai cordingly German and Norwegian sci the quarter are sunnv. resnnr.tnhln
and makes quite an eatable oil, while entists started out to investigate the looking houses of no great size, where
the residue is turned into a seedcake pnenomena, and one of them Olav lodgings may be had within a atone'
Tor the cattle. The blocsoms furnish Aanakken, has spent a lone time at throw of one or another quiet, shady
honey and after that an excellent tne Hallde observatory in Finmarken little park. Indeed, it is almost the
AaDaKKen
yellow dye.
tninks that It is verv nn only quiet part of lower Manhattan.
The Chinese are successful in get- likely that any sound is to be hearri Bleecker street would be the anchorirom tne northern lights. He main ite's shopping district, and he would
tins'from the stalks a silky fiber,
tains that the human senses are not to find here and there endurable restaur- nts. Indeed, a man with a taste for
be relied on, especially retrardintr th
Praise the Child.
One of the reacons whv a child is pnenomena of sight He savs that thf study and the quiet life miaht do far
so willing to help a neighbor and so idea of sound connected with the worse than to bury himself in tha
reluctant to help at homo is because northern lights may result from the British quarter under a vow never to
"How did you come to take on ohy
of the greater recognition, of service. fact that these lights look like flames venture outside the limits of Ha sootJa.
sical culture?"
There is no reason why service should and as people are accustomed to asso lng domain.
not be recognized just because it is a elate the crackling sound with flame
To tell the truth. I found a nrfut
daily performance or because it is paid tne rather uncritical observer of tht BECOMES AUiT TO HERSELF creation of a gown that I couldn't
wear unless 1 got my weight down.
service. A good business man rec- blazing movements of the aurora bom
ognizes a daily task Veil done even alis Is apt to think that he really hears Now
Young Bride Hh Learned That
A tne sound of those flames.
though, he pays his employes.
SOUNDED INTERESTING
Her Marriage Was Unlawful In
housewife wants her husband to praise
New York.
World's Emery Supply Cornered.
her dinner, even thoueh she has conkEmery is a common substance ntt
ed it a hundred times before. And
New York. Because American lawchildren are not free from this hii. lized in thousands of different
does
not permit a lady to become her
but
there
are
few
.man weakness. Yet it is only too
people who know
common for mothers to scold when tnat virtually the world's supply ol own aunt, little Mrs. Annie Ergas of
West One Hundred and Fourteenth
tasks are not performed or are done emery comes from two points in thf treet
will lose her husband.
eastern
hemisnhere.
Tha
badly, and to accept complacently a
months aao. as Miss Annla
Eight
islands
and
Asia
well-donMinor, near Smyrna
,
piece of work without a
nrteen, she traveled to the
word of praise. Of course, the mat- are the chief producers of emery, Krgas.
united states from a little rilkura c-kter of praise can be overdone, but in says the Engineerine and Mlnine- - inm to
the Dardanallea to Join ber tumUf.
nal.
actual experience it is far oftener left
The recent conflict in th Raiton. it was a case of lore at first
undone entirely. Common courtesy
when her uncle, her father's yoanfMt
'toward the members of your family has seriously interfered with the nr
saw bar descend the
Throws stronger as the children grow duction of this agency for soft polish Drotner,
plank.
It
in
has
shut
off
lng.
fact,
the
sup
in years, tsoys and girls of sixteen
The parents smiled and ama- feel some awkwardness about accent ply from the United States, which when be asked her in
auuriur. Tfca
heretofore has Imported about J250,-00sums
small
for
ing
tasks, but they
Ottoman law doea not prohibit such aa
of emery each year.
worth
to
have just Degun
realize the sweet
In addition there hae been a srrlko arrangement, and there is a Biblical
ness of appreciation.
of emery workers on Naxos, one ol sanction for it
Four months ajro the courdo wera
the islands of Greek possession, and
"Facial Freaks and Frolics."
married by an alderman.
Iimoraat
the
Greek
hill
chamber
a
nassed
reeii.
j After the ChirBtmas party they both
in the rommnditv. A that they had disobeyed the law bora,
the
trade
lating
felt very pleased with themselves and
speedy settlement of the labor diffl they lived happily together until two
In general.
things
cuity roiiowed, and it Is expected the weeks ago. At that time the Federaf ' Thev sat together in a cozy little al
"How about the sermon?"
market will return to normal in th tion of Oriental Jews heard of their
,'
"The
he took his cour near
minister preached on the atr.
cove, and
RltniaHnn
and
."ass
ernlained
the
.
future.
fulness of cheating at bridge. '
age in botn narids and proposed.
them.
You don't say!
Did he mentis.
There was no hesitation on the lady'i
ware
Then
tn
easer
rlirht
thn
they
Worthy Precedent.
vny
names?"
part as she accepted, and a moment
At
wrong.
the
federaof
the
request
Dr. Henry Van Dyke, some years
later thev occunied but one chair.
tion Monroe M. Golckrtein, aa attorney
while she nestled closely to his manly ago, appeared before one of the copy of 140 Nassau street, brought for the
TROUBLES
breast. Suddenly she started, frowned right hearings being conducted by the a suit for annulment ot the marriage.
congressional committee on patents in This is now
and looked him full in the face.
in
the
pending
supraas
The list of speakers was
"Albert," she said, "you are untrue Washington.
court
to me! You are playing a game with a long one, and in an effort to conclude
the session at a reasonably early houi
me! You"
the chairman was allotting time, spar- MAKES RAID 13 DRESS SUIT
"Darling," he lisped, "what"
at ingly. Thomas Nelson Page, who had
"You are
been granted ten minutes, talked so New York Polios Inspector Poses aa
me!" she thundered indignantly.
that half an hour
entertainingly
a "Man About Town" and
"I can't help it," he muttered sadbefore his hearers took note
Raids Gaming House.
ly. "My eyeglasses are falling ofl elapsed
of the flight of time. It was, then DocI
to
want
don't
let
and
gc
gradually,
tor Van Dyke's turn.
New York. Inspector
James EC
of your dear little hand."
"How much time do you need, doc- Gillen of the Third police inspection
tor?" inquired the chairman, consult district posed as a man about town
Bergson In a Nutshell.
in order to gain entrance to an alA friend writes to the Star to ask lng his timepiece a trifle anxiously.
Mr. Page's leged gambling house on East Thirty-eifor an explanation in language that , "Ten minutes by
street, near Fifth avenue.
a plain man can understand, of the watch," replied Doctor Van Dyke, and
In immaculate evening dress he
philosophy that the distinguished amid the merriment which followed he
French philosopher, Henri Bergson, was Invited to talk at as great a presented himself at the door of the
length as he desired. Lippincott's place and was admitted. Having sat
is now, expounding in this country.
isfied himself of the character of the
Well, somebody was it Dr. J, W Magazine.
place, he called in three of his detecHudson, of the University of Mistives, who had been waiting outside
souri? has said that Bergson's phil
Placating the Gods.
Chinese boatmen at Macao have and carted away a costly rouleHe layShe Why didn't you bring ynui
oso'v is summed up in the line of been
The wife down this season?
the ung:
letting off bombs and crackers out. No arrests were made.
He She's
Reno, and the far U
"I don't know where I'm going, bui to Induce the gods not to injure them names of five patrons of the pj&cs
too ro)ii.
were taken.
with a whirlwind.
I'm on my way." Kansas City Star.
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short,
you'd
better put in an order right away
with

fellow-empero-

LT1 mi

THE OPTICS
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AND

-

BUSINESS CARDS

'

'

B

Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.

-

All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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Fancy Spanola comb honey,
at Papen's Adv.

!

2

20c,

for 35c,

Fancy
Florida

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
Adv.

Bar.

Fancy La Cueva apples
at Papen's Adv.

per

$1.60

box,

77

II

iii

THE FINEST RUGS AT
THE LOWEST PRICES

to sell for

S25.00

Octaviano Sandovtl this morning
applied at the court house for $4 as
bounty on two coyotes killed by him
recently in Precinct 36.
Enlarged photos of Romaine
and his company are now on sale
at the Shumate studio. Any picture
desired may be obtained. Adv.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lfhby, of course.

'

AdT.

i

m

Adler Rochester

do-.v-

Grocer

ran
m'Ill

--

Navy blue serge specially
tailored by

All millinery at cost to rloso
Mrs. L. P. Wright. Adv.

j

.1

FOR MEN AND YOUNG MtN

slock.

H. Stearns

i

23, 1913.

BLUE SERGE SUITS

Light automobile lamps at 6:01
o'clock this evening.

at the Opera

Mil t

nil

NEWS

II

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

The SAME SLIT would sell

elsewhere

Lor

Makes our store the Rug Headquarters for

$32.50

,

We also can show you a large selection of suits in blue serge and
English worsted cheviots, specially
designed for us which we will sell
for $12.95, $15.00 and $18.00.
We will press suits bought from
us, once a month for one year free.

BE SURE and SEE OUR NEW FALL LINE

J. C. JOHNSEN

"TAICHERT'O
1

--

Clothing Stor- e-

Correct Garments for Men

A marriage license was issued this
"Johnnie" Rumohr, for the past sev-ermorning at the court house to Abel
years day clerk ai tne Castaneda
Tafoya, aged 41, and Josefa Gonza- hotel, left last
night for Albuquerque
les, aged 22. Both are residents of where he will locate
for the present.
Las Vegas.
Mr. Rumohr will take a position similar to the one he held here. G. H.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Meth- Johnston
of Columbus, O., will take
odist church will hold a rummage sale
Mr, Rumohr's place here.
in old town Friday and Saturday of
next week. Those donating articles
THIS LOOKS GOOD
should send them to Mrs. B. J. Head'.
The ladles of the First Christian
Phpne Main 250. Adv.
church have arranged for a fancy- work sale and chicken dinner on
Economy Prices, for economical Tuesday, October 28. The
fancywork
people.
suits, and overcoats sale will begin
in the afternoon
marked at $9.95, $12.95, $15. And and continue early
until 5:33 o'clock when
you will economize from $5 to $7.50. the chicken dinner will Be served.
At Taichert's Clothing 'Store. Corarticles
Many pretty and useful
rrect Garments for Men.
will be offered for sale, just
the
for wedding or holiday pres
There will be a meeting tomorrow things
ents. The chicken dinner will be a
night of the committee on arrange- "feed"
such as could not be obtained
ments for the Y. M. C. A. Hallowe'en
at a hotel for three times the price
party that will be given a week from
next Friday evening. Ah members of to be charged. The public Is invited
this committee are requested to be to be present and is requested not to
forget, the date, October 28.
present.
al
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Light S Power Co.

Veps

aa novo BtztvEtgr nnaoa
Insures ft'cnipt Deliveries

sat Minimum Expense
means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
durable in construction, tollable in operation cheaper than horse power

Quick ff'.'ivery
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from

'CflAnif Zi

ILFELD QOZ11PM3Y, &gan1s

AT THE

M
A

BEST

OF

KOSIE

OF- -

EVEBYTBING

EATABLE

FRESH SHIPMENT OF
CHEESE JUST RECEIVED
From'e de

Camemberf, Frxniiage de Brie,
l,
Pimento
and
Cream
Iowa Cream
Sierra,
Chees?, Milwaukee Brick, Swiss and American

Cheese.

Neuf-chate-

,

'

Onava was the recipient of a rare
week when Professor C. H.
Gordiner, a capitalist from "The City
of Brotherly Love" paid us a short
visit and was so much pleased with
our beautiful country and the high,
dry air that he declares that he will
The civil service department at the have a home here by the first of the
local postoffice has received a new year 1914. Professor Gordiner Is an
old teacher, having held the chair of
supply of clerk examination papers,
which may be obtained for the asking. Greek and Hebrew in several state
The examination papers must be fill- universities, and is taking a coast to
ed before the first of next month by coast trip In an automobile. We welcome people from "Penn 6tate."
persons wishing to qualify.
R, P. J. Gemrlcher has returned
a visit to his old home in Iowa
from
his
Benny Chavez, accompanied by
seems
to be very glad to get a
and
manager, Louis Newman passed
sniff of New Mexico air again.
Las
through
Vegas yesterday evening
John H. York, a pioneer citizen of
on their way to California, where
Las
Vegas, Vice President George H.
are
they
trying to make arrangements
for a battle. A number of Benny Hunker of the Peoples Bank and
Trust company, Mayor R. J. Taupert
Chavez's friends met him at the
and Fidel Ortiz, chairman of the
board of commissioners of San
county
,At their uregular meeting, which
.'ill be held tonight in the O. R. C. Miguel county, were very pleasant
will visitors of Onava school and spoke in
hall, the Knights of Columbus
elect officers for the coming year. glowing terms of our fixture and
'
This was to have foeen done at the course of study.
The Ladies' Reading Circle is taklast regular meeting, but was post
an interest in the "Life
poned until tonight. A large attend- ing quite
1
ance of the members of the council is Story of Evelyn Thaw" and all wish
to hear of Thaw's freedom and a
requested.
halcyon reuniting of the family.
Mr. Hartley is now away on a three
The University club will be the
tour of the southern part of
weeks'
name of the organization that will
meet tomorrow night at the Y. M. C. the state looking for deals in land.
The Civic league will meet in the
A. for the discussion of current topics
hall Wednesday night to discuss
of Interest, according to the announce- city
the
of good roads.
question
ment made by Secretary Le Noir this
The
bravest
of the brave of our
was
name
The
chosen
this
morning.
people are those who have the great-- (
morning. It is expected that a large est
fear of doing a wrong, yet Onava
number of young men will be present
people are willing to take the Initiaat the meeting.
tive in bringing ajjout an evolution
A delightful spin about Las' Vegas in the affairs of schools and governin an automobile ended late yesterday ment So we hold no palms from
the "Pelican," no chestnuts from the
evening when the second of two blowouts occurred. As the owner of the "Lone Star," no "Jayhawkers" from
car had not made arrangements for the "Sunflower," no "Eucalyptus" from
such an accident, the party was fore- the briny deep, yet from all the rest
ed to return to Las Vegas on three :we w111 6tali the test and nip the
tires. It was just a delightful joy ride eagle tips in wealth and happy homes.
BILL SPIEL.
and hardly fair that Dame Fate should
spoil the evening this way. in the
ACCUSED OF KIDNAPING
opinion of those who made up the;
Dublin, Ireland, Oct. 23. Mrs. Lu- party.
cille Rand, a resident of London
and
e
Because of the lack of serious a dalI?hter of Henry T. Gage of
and for the purpose of cutting fornIa. formerly governor of that
down court expenses in Mora conn- - s,ate and
minister to
ty, there will be no grand or petit portuSal. was arraigned in the Kings-ji'rie- s
empaneled at the fall term of ' t0.wn Police court here today, charged
the court, which is to be held In Mora With kldnanlng two boys under the
of 14.
beginning Monday of next week. AI- - age
leged gambling, violation of the Sun- day closing law and a manslaughter
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFV
case, all from Wagon Mound, are the
most important cases for investiga- - FOR SALE Fine fresh milch cow.
t5on- William Harper.
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Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking,
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suit. Your boy's suit should
do more than merely clothe
along

000
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represents

a perfect combination of
style, qualty and value you
will find in no other childs

him
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conventional

lines, it should worthly represent him and you can
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FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR

100

best

accomplish this by
clothing him in an
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treat last
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S. B. Davis.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Agreed

XTRAGOOn
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The city basketball team will not
practice In the armory tonight, as
planned, but will start active work
at that place next week. All members
of the organization are requested to
be present at the Y. M. C. A. Senior
class workout tonight.

SON

It Is Commonly

All-wo-

all.

(&

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

The ladies of St. Paul's Guild will
hold a bakery sale Saturday, October
Walter P. Wilkinson has been ap25 beginning at 2 o'clock, In Graaf
pointed
postmaster at Santa Rita by
and Hayward's butcher shop. Adv.
President Wilson.

thats

La.s Vegets

Call-crim-

Suit.

The Styles and
shown by us for Fall
Fa-bri-

cs

are handsomer than ever
before.

OVERLAND MCZK

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

CREENBERCER

Las Vegas Automobile &.
Y. M. C. A. DAILY PROGRAM

!

Friday
Students' class 4:15 o'clock.
Business men's claBs 5:30 o'clock.
Tonight
Senior class 8 o'clock.
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Subscribe for Th
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507

Urine

Phone Main 344.

Co

Win. Whalen, Prop.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAS'N W AGON

BOUCHER'S
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DELICIOUS
EATABLES
FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert
1

You ought to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

Fancy Cauliflower,

Wy..

ij f

Gross, Kelly

)J 3
& Co.

Sole Agents

Lettuce

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries

rum '

OilLii u

GOAL M,J
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WH

OLESALEr AND RETAIL
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